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ABSTRACT
Several recent chapters (Gilliland & Schepers, 2003; Skarlicki & Folger, 2001) have
focused on an interesting question: If certain behaviors are perceived as fair or unfair, what
antecedents lead to these fair or unfair behaviors? Gilliland and Schepers identify multiple
antecedents, including organizational norms. This research examines how norms promote fair or
unfair procedural behavior as defined by procedural fairness rules (ref. Leventhal, 1980).
Drawing on recent social psychological work on norms by Cialdini and colleagues (for a review
see Cialdini & Trost, 1998), the current research distinguishes between two norm elements:
descriptive norms (i.e., what others actually are doing) and injunctive norms (i.e., what others
believe an individual should be doing).
A computerized performance allocation decision task was created to assess individuals’
actual behavior in two studies. In each study participants were given normative information and
then asked to complete four blocks of the allocation task. From computer-recorded data,
measures of behavioral fairness were derived and a post-task survey elicited participants’ selfperceived fairness: Both sets of fairness measures were used as dependent variables.
Study 1 focused on descriptive norms and tested a prediction derived from Cialdini et
al.’s (1990) work on norm salience theory: This theory suggests that the more salient a norm is,
the greater an impact it will have. Study 2 also included descriptive norm element conditions, but
focused too on the individual who was the source of the injunctive norm. Overall, results of these
studies suggest that, at least for behavioral accuracy, norms do impact individuals’ fair behavior.
However, analyses of behavior and self-perception measures of fairness suggest that further
refinement of behavioral measures and more research on the intersection of fairness and norms
are required.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 1991 President Clinton signed a trade agreement with China allowing free trade
between that country and the United States. Ultimately, this contributed to WalMart becoming the largest retailer in the U.S. Wal-Mart applied increasing
pressure on suppliers to lower prices. Suppliers opened factories in China where
they could pay workers fifty cents an hour rather than the minimum wage
expected (and required) in the U.S. In the U.S., fifty cents would have seemed
highly unfair, but in China where lower wages and poorer working conditions are
typical, workers are more accepting of this pay level.
A generation ago most universities in the U.S. were only beginning to admit
women to graduate programs. In evaluating applicants, they selected some of the
top female applicants and filled the remainder of the slots with men, some of who
were less qualified than women applicants that were not admitted. At one Ivyleague law school, this resulted in an incoming class of 10 women and 190 men.
Today such admission practices would be viewed as highly unfair (and
discriminatory), but then these admission procedures were the norm.
At the most basic level, these two examples show that temporally and culturally specific
social norms of behavior influence individuals’ fairness perceptions. Justice research reflects
social influences on individuals’ fairness perceptions. After all, “justice perceptions are not
formed in isolation; rather, they are subject to the influence of those with whom we interact”
(Umpress, Labianca, Kass, & Scholen, 2004, p. 739).
This dissertation focuses on an issue that, to date, has received little attention (Gilliland &
Schepers, 2003) – what leads individuals to engage in behaviors that, according to accepted
justice rules (e.g., Leventhal et al.’s (1980) procedural justice rules), are unfair? One possible
explanation for why individuals behave unfairly that is beginning to receive attention in at least
one area of fairness research (behavioral economics) is social norms. Fairness norms best explain
why individuals act fairly rather than in line with economic rationality (Bicchieri, 2004).
I am interested in a related, but different, aspect of the relationship between social norms
and fairness: whether and how social norms influence individuals to deviate from acting fairly.
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Do people follow social norms that are contrary to what is accepted as “fair” behavior, resulting
in treatment others perceive as unfair? And if individuals follow these norms, do they realize that
they are acting unfairly? Answers to these questions will provide insight into how unfair
behaviors can be avoided and would help to address more specific questions such as, “How does
the actual behavior of others influence individuals’ fairness-related behaviors?” and “How does
what others believe an individual should be doing influence that individual’s fairness-related
behaviors?”
Clearly, understanding the influence of social norms on organizational fairness requires
both field setting and quasi-experimental methods. As an initial investigation of social norms,
resulting behaviors, and self-perceptions of these behaviors, which I hope will provide a baseline
for future research using such methodology, I propose two experimental studies that address the
relationship between social norms and behaviors defined as fair (or unfair). Prior to introducing
these studies, I discuss existing literature on the causes of unfair behavior, providing a
foundation for why social norms are important in explaining fairness behaviors. Next, I review
existing literature on social norms and then turn to fairness, discussing fairness rules, and finally,
introducing what is termed “fairness norms.”
Causes of Unfair Behavior
Organizational justice research, like other fairness research, often focuses on justice as an
independent variable and assesses the impact of variations in justice on various attitudes (e.g.,
satisfaction, commitment, etc.) and behaviors (e.g., theft) (Folger & Skarlicki, 2001). Recent
work suggests the importance of also looking at justice as a dependent variable (Folger &
Skarlicki, 2001; Gilliland & Schepers, 2003).
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Folger and Skarlicki (2001) sought to offer one situational variable that impacts
managers’ emotions and cognitions and which explains why managers behave unfairly when
they perceive themselves to be blamed for an unfavorable outcome. These researchers suggest
that managers engage in the Churchill effect, defined as managers’ tendency to distance
themselves from victims of adversity, because of the stress associated with the emotions evoked
by the delivery of an unfavorable outcome (namely shame) and cognitive misperceptions of the
costs and benefits of interactionally fair delivery of this information. Folger and Skarlicki
suggest that this effect occurs across multiple managerial settings, including layoffs,
stonewalling, recruiting, and performance appraisals.
Three aspects of this work are important to the proposed studies. First, Folger and
Skarlicki (2001) mention norms specifically in discussing Bies’s (Bies & Moag, 1986) work on
interpersonal treatment by recruiters and, in doing so, offer a possible operationalization of
fairness norms as the justice rules used across different organizational settings. Specifically,
justice rules applicable to a specific managerial activity are fairness norms, and the breaking of
these rules violates the norm, leading to perceptions of unfairness. Following this suggestion,
fairness rules, which are reviewed later in the proposal, are used to operationalize fairness and
unfairness norms in reported experiments.
Second, whereas Folger and Skarlicki focus on unfavorable decisions (and the
interpersonal and informational unfairnesses that occur before such decisions), they also speak to
procedural justice, which the present proposal focuses on, in saying “potential perceived
unfairness at a prior stage of procedures and practices themselves (procedural injustice)
would…increase the likelihood of additional unfairness at the subsequent stage when it’s time
for decisions about the results of those procedures to be announced” (p. 111). Notably, the
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unfairnesses discussed in this quotation are perceptions of the unfavorable outcome focused on
by Folger and Skarlicki. The suggestion that injustices occur prior to when the unfavorable
decision is given is important because it suggests that, like forms of interactional justice,
procedural rule following also impacts behaviors and subsequent fairness perceptions. The
current experiments focus on such procedural rule following, a concept that is discussed with
respect to norms in detail in a later section.
Finally, Folger and Skarlicki (2001) note that multiple causes of unfair behavior exist;
both dispositional and situational factors lead individuals to behave unfairly. Most existing work,
including that of Folger and Skarlicki and, to a lesser extent, Gilliland and Schepers (2003),
focuses on situational rather than dispositional influences. The third important aspect of Folger
and Skarlicki’s work for current purposes is the researchers’ call for further work on these
situational elements that impact individuals’ emotions and cognitions leading them to behave
unfairly. This call, in conjunction with a similar call made by Gilliland and Schepers who
provide a larger framework of dispositional and situational factors, provides the larger context
within which this dissertation fits. I return to Gilliland and Scheper’s framework when
introducing the concept of fairness norms. The title of the current paper, reminiscent of the
question derived by Folger and Skarlicki, suggests the continued investigation of situational
factors; the current studies focus on the situational factor of social norms.
Social Norms
Social norms provide one explanation for why individuals behave unfairly. Following, I
first discuss existing definitions of social norms, introduce the definition I will use and relate this
definition to fairness perceptions.
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Defining Social Norms
Multiple, Varied Definitions
Multiple conceptualizations of norm have been offered (Cialdini & Trost, 1998). For
example, Sherif (1936, p. 3) discussed norms as the “customs, traditions, standards, rules, values,
fashions, and all other criteria of conduct which are standardized as a consequence of the contact
of individuals.” Pepitone (1976, p. 642) suggested “by normative, it means that such social
behavior is more characteristic (e.g., more uniform) of some sociocultural collective unit than of
individuals observed at random.” More recently, Cialdini and Trost defined social norms, a more
specific group of norms regarding social behavior, as “rules and standards that are understood by
members of a group, and that guide and/or constrain social behavior without the force of laws”
(p. 152).
Together these definitions, and the differences among them, result in a debate over the
explanatory and predictive value of norms within social psychology. Some view norms as overly
vague and ill suited for empirical work (e.g., Darley & Latane, 1970; Krebs, 1970; Marini,
1984). Despite such criticism, the belief that norms are central to understanding human social
behavior (e.g., Berkowitz, 1972; Bicchieri, 2004; Cialdini & Trost, 1998) has motivated
contemporary researchers to define norms more carefully and to use these definitions in
empirical research (Bicchieri, 2004; Cialdini and colleagues).
Following, two sets of definitions of social norms are reviewed: one by Cialdini and
colleagues, social psychologists by training, and a second by Bicchieri, a philosopher working in
game theory. These definitions are reviewed rather than other definitions because Cialdini and
colleagues’ definition is widely accepted by individuals studying social norms and Bicchieri’s
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definition has actually been applied to fairness. After reviewing these two definitions, I briefly
discuss problems with these definitions, a discussion to which I also return in Chapter 4.
Cialdini and Colleagues’ Definitional Resolution
Cialdini and colleagues (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren,
1990; Cialdini & Trost, 1998) suggest that, with a definitional refinement to existing literature, it
is possible to empirically assess norms systematically. Complete review of existing definitions
led these researchers to categorize existing definitions of norm into two types: those that describe
what is done and those that describe what ought to be done. Cialdini and colleagues use this
distinction to explain discrepant findings existing ent in the literature and differentiate two
distinct types of norms: descriptive norms and injunctive norms.
Norms that describe what actually is occurring are referred to as descriptive norms
(Cialdini & Trost, 1998). Individuals often assess the descriptive norms of a situation when they
are uncertain of how to act (Cialdini et al., 1991; Cialdini et al., 1990; Schaffer, 1983). The
greater the agreement among individuals regarding the behavior which shows individuals more
consistently hold the norm, the more correct individuals perceive the behavior as being (Thibaut
& Kelley, 1959). By asking individuals what they do, descriptive norms can be measured. For
example, in one set of studies by Cialdini, Reno, and Kallgren (1990), the descriptive norm was
operationalized by creating an environment filled with litter (a pro-littering descriptive norm) or
with no litter (an anti-littering descriptive norm). Results of this study suggest this type of norm
does elicit norm conforming behavior, especially when individuals’ attention is drawn to the
norm (i.e., the norm is salient).
The second type of norm defined by Cialdini and colleagues, injunctive norms, have a
moral element and are rules or beliefs about what people should do in a particular situation (ref.
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Cialdini et al., 1991; Cialdini & Trost, 1998). These are the norms that individuals commonly
refer to when they speak of accepted behaviors (Allison, 1992; Opp, 1982) because they lead to
social rewards and punishments, and these outcomes motivate norm consistent behavior.
Primarily, Cialdini and colleagues (Cialdini et al., 1991; Reno et al., 1993) have operationalized
injunctive norms by indicating others’ disapproval of a behavior. For example, Reno et al. (1993)
show litter either spread in the environment, a condition that the authors discuss as showing no
injunctive norm, or swept into piles, a condition that reflects an injunctive norm of anti-littering
(i.e., disapproval of trash being left scattered about). Cialdini and colleagues’ work on injunctive
norms shows that injunctive norms also reduce littering behavior.
Cialdini’s empirical work related to these definitions of injunctive and descriptive norms
is reviewed in greater detail in a later section. Following, a second definitional resolution made
by Bicchieri (2004) is described.
Bicchieri’s Definitional Resolution.
Bicchieri (2004) takes a different tack than do Cialdini and colleagues in defining norms.
She proposes a general utility function based on norms. Suggesting that a theory of norms
describes how contexts are mapped onto specific behavioral rules, she says, “a norm is a function
that maps what a player expects other players to do to what the player ‘ought to do’” (Bicchieri,
2004). She defines this mathematically as:
Let R be a behavioral rule for situations of type S, where S can be represented as a
mixed-motive game. We say that R is a social norm in a population P if there
exists a sufficiently large subset of Pcf " P such that, for each individual i # P cf:
Contingency: i knows that a rule R exists and applies to situations of type S.
Conditional preference: i prefers to conform to R in situations of type S on the
condition that:
(a) Empirical expectations: i believes that a sufficiently large subset of P
conforms to R in situations of type S;
And either
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(b) Normative expectations: i believes that a sufficiently large subset of P expects
I to conform to R in situations of type S; or
(c) Normative expectations with sanctions: i believes that a sufficiently large
subset of P expects i to conform to R in situations of type S, prefers i to
conform and may sanction behavior.
Ultimately, this definition contains the elements that Cialdini and colleagues categorized
as distributive and injunctive norms, which is not surprising as Bicchieri herself cites Cialdini’s
work. Within the section on “empirical expectations” (category a), Cialdini’s “descriptive
norms,” or norms of what an individual (i) views other individuals (P) actually doing, are
captured. Notably, this definition does not make clear the motivation for conforming to this type
of norm, something Cialdini and colleagues attempt to do (i.e., individuals refer to descriptive
norms when the situation is ambiguous and use these as a heuristic for behavior). Elements of
Bicchieri’s definition termed “normative expectations” (categories b and c) are similar to
Cialdini et al.’s injunctive norms. These injunctive norms are what others (P) believe a person (i)
should be doing, and these are the category of norms that Cialdini links to behavioral sanctions.
Defining Norms in the Current Experiments
Despite the similarities in Bicchieri and Cialdini et al.’s definitions of norms, one
important difference separates the two: Bicchieri, rather than trying to distinguish between what
people do and others’ beliefs about what people should do, suggests that norms contain both
descriptive and injunctive elements. This is captured in Figure 1.1.
Further, each of these dimensions can be viewed on a continuum. For descriptive norms,
the extent to which other individuals evidence normative behavior may vary: Many individuals
may conform to normative behavior, making the norm very evident, or fewer individuals may
conform to normative behavior, making the norm less clear. When everyone evidences different
behaviors, no norm exists. Similarly for injunctive norms, what others believe an individual
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should do may be very clear, meaning individuals can derive the injunctive norm. Alternatively,
what others believe an individual should do may be unclear, meaning individuals will have
trouble deriving the injunctive norm.
Figure 1.1 Norms as both descriptive and injunctive continuums.

For present purposes, a framework similar to that used in Figure 1.1 and congruent with
Bicchieri’s definition is employed; what are termed descriptive and injunctive norms will be
used as elements of norms rather than distinct types of norms, resulting in descriptive and
injunctive norm dimensions. Here, these dimensions are termed “norm elements.” However, like
Cialdini and colleagues’ previous work, current experiments do operationalize these norm
elements separately.
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The Etiology and Transmission of Social Norms
In addition to understanding what a social norm is, some understanding of the etiology and
transmission of social norms is helpful. This is especially true of the empirical work on norm
transmission, as it provides the basis for the more recent work on norms upon which the current
experiments are based.
Two theoretical perspectives are used to discuss the emergence of social norms (Cialdini
& Trost, 1998): the societal-value perspective and the functionalist perspective. Both
perspectives stem from social psychological work on norms. Previous literature does not speak to
whether either of these perspectives relates more to the descriptive or injunctive elements (or
norm in Cialdini and colleagues’ nomenclature), but it seems likely that both perspectives
describe equally well the emergence of both norm elements. Next I review the emergence of
social norms according to each of these perspectives.
Societal-Value Perspective
Following the societal-value perspective, norms are viewed as arbitrary rules that are
adopted only because they are valued and reinforced by a culture (ref. Opp, 1982). Norms,
according to this perspective, are culture-specific and the power of norms is derived from the
specific culture in which they operate (Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Solomon, Greenberg, &
Pyszczynski, 1991). In effect, any behavior that is reinforced becomes a norm, regardless of the
extent to which the behavior is arbitrary. Cialdini and Trost (1998) provide an example of a more
arbitrary behavioral norm from Solomon, Greenberg, and Pyszczynski’s (1991, p. 104) work
related to American business attire: “If American businesspeople were rewarded for wearing
athletic supporters and tie-dyed shirts while crab-walking backward with basketballs in their
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mouths instead of dark wool business suits during the hotter summer months, they would
abandon the stuffy suits for the more colorful attire” (p. 153).
Behaviors that are repeatedly rewarded within the specific culture, regardless of whether
they are valuable behaviors, become individuals’ preferred responses. According to Cialdini and
Trost (1998), the strength of individuals’ preferences for a specific response is determined by
three things: (1) the extent to which individuals within the group communicate, allowing them to
transmit the norm to others; (2) the extent to which the group is cohesive and whether it values
uniform behavior; and (3) how important the norm is to the group. To the extent that the group’s
preferences are made known and group-level costs are associated with non-normative (deviating)
behavior, individuals will conform to the norms following the societal-value perspective.
Functionalist Perspective
In contrast to the social-value perspective, the functionalist perspective suggests norms are
functional and help to accomplish group goals (ref. Allison, 1992; Sherif, 1936). According to
this theoretical perspective, norms balance individual, selfish needs with the more social need of
collective survival (Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Triandis, 1994). Like natural selection of species,
successful norms promote survival-related actions (Schaller & Latane, 1996; e.g., communicate
behaviors that aid in obtaining status or affiliating with others, Cialdini & Trost, 1998).
Unsuccessful norms, which lead to inaccurate or incorrect behavior, are not replicated (Schaller
& Latane, 1996). In this way, the functionalist perspective suggests that successful norms are
transmitted and unsuccessful norms are not.
Congruent with this functionalist perspective, Cialdini (1993) suggests another
explanation for the origin and transmission of norms, termed the “heuristic perspective.”
Individuals use the group’s behavior in the form of norms as a heuristic (ref. Tversky &
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Kahneman, 1974), or decision rule, allowing the individual to engage in less mental effort when
deciding how to behave in a situation (Cialdini & Trost, 1998). Cialdini (1993) suggests that
when sufficient social support exists for a behavior, individuals follow it as a heuristic of “social
proof,” which allows them to use less cognitive effort and still obtain an effective outcome with
a high probability. In other words, the individuals’ goal is to make accurate decisions, typically
based on descriptive norm elements (i.e., what others are actually doing).
Transmission of Norms
Norms do not exist unless they are shared, and norm sharing is done in multiple ways
(Cialdini & Trost, 1998). First, some norms are deliberately transmitted through stories,
instructions, or rituals. (Allison, 1992). For example, parents often transmit the cultural norms
related to Santa Claus to their children through stories: “T’was the night before Christmas and all
through the house…” not only lets children know they should leave a snack for Santa, but also
that children (supposedly) go to sleep early. Using stories and similar methods to transmit norms
is congruent with both norm elements; however, it is probably more powerful when used to
transmit should information or the injunctive norm element. This is because, in effect, these
stories are stories with morals rather than facts.
Second, norms can also be passively transmitted through nonverbal behavior or imitation
(Allison, 1992). This is what Cialdini and colleagues refer to as inferring norms from others’
behavior (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Cialdini, Reno, & Kalgren, 1990; Rutte, Wilke, &
Messick, 1987). Previous research suggests that this method works well for descriptive and
injunctive norm elements. Cialdini and colleagues used nonverbal behavior to transmit social
littering norms. Descriptive norms are operationalized as an individual littering (or not) in an
already littered environment. Injunctive elements also can be transmitted by nonverbal behavior.
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When the nonverbal behavior of sweeping trash into piles occurred and transmitted a “should”
message (i.e., individuals should not be littering), participants littered less often (Reno et al.,
1993). Whereas this method of transmission works for both types of elements, because the
injunctive element is often harder to infer from nonverbal behavior, it is likely that this method
of transmission works better for the descriptive element.
Regardless of the method of transmission, individuals both influence and are influenced
by norms in their environment (Cialdini & Trost, 1998). For example, Darley and Latané’s
(1996) social impact theory and related simulation work show that individuals have reciprocal
and recursive influence, especially on others close in physical proximity. As Cialdini and Trost
note, this allows for subcultures to form which deviate from the norms originating in the
dynamic (reciprocal – recursive) environment. Theoretical work on both this theory and social
norms calls for further empirical work (Cialdini & Trost, 1998). Next existing empirical work on
social norms is reviewed.
Empirical Research on Social Norms
Unfortunately, little empirical work exists related to social norm creation and
transmission. Following I review several early sets of studies often cited in norms literature, as
well as recent work by Cialdini and colleagues and work by Bicchieri.
Early Work Related to Norms
The earliest work often cited as evidence of norm transmission is that of Sherif (1936),
his studies on how individuals interpret the novel, ambiguous stimulus of autokinetic
phenomenon (i.e., a small point of light shown on a wall in an otherwise dark room). When
individuals experienced this stimulus in a group, the group had a strong influence on each
individual’s perception of the light, which individuals carried with them to subsequent individual
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testing situations. Similarly, when individuals started in individual situations and were
subsequently placed in a group situation, individuals’ previously different estimates of the light
quickly converged. Sherif concluded that in unstable, uncertain situations, individuals experience
uncertainty and assume “the group must be right” (p. 111), taking the group estimate as a
common norm.
Jacobs and Campbell (1961) used a similar autokinetic phenomenon to that used by
Sherif (1936) to look at arbitrary cultural norms. Results showed that participants weighted the
group norm more heavily than their personal perceptions even though confederates in the group
greatly overestimated the number of inches the light moved. The perseverance of the norms was
assessed by these researchers who, over time, swapped naïve subjects for the confederates. Even
when no longer in the group, the confederates’ stated (mis)estimates continued to influence the
group norm for up to five generations of estimates. MacNeil and Sherif’s (1976) subsequent
research showed that the less accurate the confederate’s perception, the more quickly it
disappeared from the group norm.
Based on this early work, Darley and Latane (1970) and, to a greater extent, Cialdini and
colleagues (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; Cialdini &
Trost, 1998) have designed empirical research on norms of social behavior (i.e., social norms).
This research extends the early work that describes social norms within small groups (e.g.,
Jacobs & Campbell, 1961; MacNeil & Sherif, 1976; Sherif, 1936), focusing on societal-wide
norms.
Cialdini and Colleagues’ Work
In conducting empirical research on social norms, Cialdini and colleagues (Cialdini,
Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; Cialdini & Trost, 1998)
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differentiated between descriptive and injunctive norms. Based on this theoretical work, these
researchers created a stream of field-based, empirical studies related to societal descriptive and
injunctive and recycling littering norms. Whereas the portion most relevant to the current
research is reviewed here, the reader should refer to Cialdini and Trost’s review article for a
more comprehensive summary of this work.
Regardless of the norm type under consideration, Cialdini and colleagues cite norm focus
theory as the basis for many of their predictions. Norm focus theory (Cialdini et al., 1990)
suggests that norms motivate action primarily when they are made salient. In previous
experimental work, norms are typically made salient in two ways: a confederate draws attention
to the norm by violating it (or conforming to it, depending on the condition) or a norm-related
aspect of the environment is made salient. For example, in Cialdini et al. (1990), norm salience
was manipulated using the first of these techniques; results show participants littered the least in
a clean environment (i.e., an anti-littering norm) and when they themselves witnessed an
individual littering (i.e., counter-normative behavior drawing attention to the norm). Using the
second technique, planting one egregious piece of litter in the environment, Cialdini et al.
extended these findings. Following results obtained using each of these salience manipulations
for both descriptive and injunctive norms are reviewed.
In their first set of studies, Cialdini et al. (1990) looked at how descriptive norms
influence littering. A confederate walked past participants in a parking garage. Prior to passing
the participant, the confederate dropped an “automotive safety” handbill (high norm salience) or
merely walked by (low norm salience). To manipulate the descriptive norm, the garage was
littered with various trash including fliers (prolittering descriptive norm) or was not littered
(antilittering descriptive norm). Notice that ultimately many deviations from the norm create the
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alternate norm; when an environment contains many pieces of litter the norm effectively
becomes a pro-littering norm. The dependent variable was whether the participant did or did not
litter a flier placed on his or her car. Results showed that more littering occurred in the littered
environment than in the clean environment, and participants littered the most in the littered
environment after watching a confederate litter and the least in a nonlittered environment after
watching a confederate litter. According to Cialdini and colleagues, this interaction pattern was
especially important support for norm salience theory because it rules out imitation alone as an
explanation for study findings. In a second study in which norm salience was manipulated
without the use of a confederate, results showed one existing deviation from the descriptive norm
(in this case the egregious piece of litter) led to greater norm conformance than no deviation
from the norm; however, as the number of deviations from the norm grew (from a few to many),
the proportion of individuals that violated the norm grew too.
The researchers’ second set of studies focused on injunctive norms and also included
descriptive norms. For example, in one study Reno et al. (1993) used a pro-littering descriptive
norm in a parking garage: Litter was freely distributed on the garage floor. They either did or did
not make salient this norm by having a confederate walk past the participant or walk past the
participant and litter, respectively. Finally, they manipulated the injunctive norm so that the
existing litter either was swept into visible piles, which made it evident that people should not be
littering, or was left as is, which did not indicate what people should be doing. Notice that this
operationalization suggests that, unlike the descriptive norm in which individuals provide a
descriptive norm (i.e., anti-littering) or the opposite descriptive norm (i.e., pro-littering), for
injunctive norms there are multiple interpretations of should, especially in the absence of a norm
(i.e., when litter is not swept). Individual may perceive that they should not care about littering or
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they may even perceive that individuals should litter. Of course, the latter seems unlikely. I
discuss this aspect of should in the future research section of Chapter 4. Results indicate that
when actual littering (the descriptive norm) is made salient, the existence of an injunctive norm
reduces littering.
Bicchieri’s Social Norm Explanation of Fairness
A second line of recent work on norms and one that is more relevant to the proposed
studies is Bicchieri’s game theoretic work on what she terms fairness norms. Initial empirical
work by Bicchieri (2004) and colleagues focuses on simple forms of two common game
theoretic games – the Ultimatum game and the Dictator game. It is the first of these games that
investigates fairness and which is of current interest.
In its simplest form (Guth, Schmittberger, & Schwarze, 1982), the Ultimatum game
involves two decisions. First, the Proposer is given money by the experimenter to split with a
Responder (e.g., $10 to split in whole dollars), and the amount of money is common knowledge
to both parties. After the Proposer decides how to split the money, the Responder decides
whether to accept or reject this offer. If the offer is accepted, both parties receive the allocation
proposed; however, if the Responder rejects the offer, neither party receives any money.
Numerous studies have been played using this simple form of the Ultimatum game, as
well as more complex forms (for a review, see Bearden, 2000). Typically, Proposers offer 40 to
50% of the money to the Responder, something that rational choice theory would not predict.
And, to an extent, this tendency to split equally is robust across amounts of money and cultures
(Camerer, 2003). In effect, there exists an equality distribution norm for this game. When
Proposers split the money in a non-equal fashion, Responders are more likely to indicate
unfairness by rejecting the offer. In contrast, when Proposers divide the money more equally,
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Responders are more likely to accept the offer. For this reason, Bicchieri assumes individuals
have a common understanding of the norm and uses this game to test her norm function against
two other widely accepted behavioral economic explanations for fair behavior, including Fehr
and Schmidt’s (1999) model of inequality aversion and Rabin’s (1993) model that incorporates
players’ beliefs into a model of inequality aversion (ref. Camerer, 2003, for a complete
description of these models). Bicchieri’s model incorporates both of these models. Her initial
empirical evidence suggests that the norm explanation is a better, more parsimonious explanation
of fairness results.
Fairness
Whereas Bicchieri’s (2004) work provides initial evidence for how social norms account
for fairness, the behavioral economic experimental paradigm used does not allow for the
investigation of another important type of fairness identified by organizational justice researchers
– procedural fairness. Instead, these studies only address distributive justice. As Bicchieri (2004,
p. 2) writes, “When economists postulate fairness preferences [they assume] that what matters to
an agent is the final distribution, not the way the distribution came about.” The proposed
research in this dissertation focuses on procedural fairness, using widely accepted rules of this
fairness type. Therefore, a review of this type of justice and the associated rules is helpful.
However, first distributive justice is reviewed to provide a foundation for the equity-based pay
allocation task used in the current experiment.
Types of Fairness and Fairness Rules
Distributive Justice
Distributive justice is the fairness of outcomes. Three allocation rules exist. The first,
equity, originated in equity theory (Adams, 1965) and is based on the idea that output should
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reflect input. Specifically, when individuals compare their inputs to what they receive – their
outcomes – the two should be equal, meaning equity exists and individuals perceive the situation
to be fair. Inequity exists when individuals receive more or less than what they should have for
their inputs; in these situations, individuals perceive unfairness. The second allocation rule,
equality, suggests that all individuals should receive equal outcomes or a chance at outcomes
(Deutsch, 1975). When this occurs, individuals perceive fairness, and when this does not occur
they perceive unfairness. The third distributive allocation rule is need (Deutsch, 1975).
Specifically outcomes are distributed according to who needs what, and individuals perceive
fairness when individuals requiring something receive it and unfairness when this is not the case.
As I have already discussed, Bicchieri (2004) relies on findings showing that the norm in
the Ultimatum game is equality, the second of the distributive justice rules. In the proposed
experiments, I use subjects’ adherence to the equity rule of allocation in pay situations based on
performance to look more closely at procedural fairness norms.
Procedural Fairness
Procedural fairness constitutes the study of the fairness of the process used to allocate
outcomes (Thibaut & Walker, 1975; Leventhal, 1980). Procedural fairness rules are similar to
distributive rules in format; however, there are a greater number of procedural fairness rules. For
example, Leventhal’s (1980) theory of procedural fairness, includes eight fair process aspects:
consistent across persons and over time, free from bias, based on accurate information,
correctable, representative of all recipients’ concerns, and based on prevailing moral and ethical
standards. To the extent that a process is each of these things, it is considered fairer. To the
extent that it violates each of these, it is considered unfair.
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In looking at procedural fairness norms, I focus on four of these procedural fairness rules:
consistency, accuracy, allowance of voice, and lack of bias. In both proposed studies,
participants’ tendency to violate these rules is measured and expected to vary, depending on the
manipulated situational fairness norm.
Fairness and Unfairness Norms
To review, social norms contain some combination of descriptive and injunctive norm
elements that influence individuals’ behaviors. Whereas many social norms relate to fairness, it
is likely that not all social norms relate fairness and that those that do relate to varying extents.
Differentiating when norms do and do not relate to fairness is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. However, it is discussed briefly in Chapter 4. The task used in the current
dissertation is based on existing fairness research in an area shown to relate to fairness
perceptions: pay allocation.
However, in addition to situations in which social norms relate to fairness perceptions,
the fairness rules previously reviewed offer a second way to think about social norms and
fairness: fairness norms as a type of social norms. When a fairness (justice) norm exists in a
situation, individuals are likely to act congruently with applicable fairness (justice) rules. For
example, an organization may believe that employee performance appraisals, when conducted
accurately and information rich, result in better workers. This organization may encourage its
managers to conduct such appraisals and managers may respond by doing so. In this situation,
both injunctive and descriptive norm elements encourage behavior consistent with procedural
and informational fairness rules: a fairness norm exists. In contrast, when an unfairness norm
exists, individuals do not act in accord with pertinent justice rules. Instead, they break these rules
and may be perceived as acting unfairly. For example, often HR directors are faced with
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conducting organizational layoffs. Armed with directions from the legal department about what
should be done (e.g., “Don’t provide a reason to him. Just provide him with the details of the
severance package he’s eligible for.”), these individuals often conduct layoffs that lack
interpersonal and informational fairness (see Folger & Skarlicki, 2001, for a discussion of the
lack of interactional justices in layoffs; interpersonal fairness is treating another with dignity,
respect, etc. (Bies & Moag, 1986); informational fairness is providing another with personrelevant timely information (Colquitt, 2001; Greenberg, 1993). This example of an unfairness
norm suggests an important question: Following the Golden Rule (i.e., treat others as you would
like to be treated) that many learn as children, it is possible to see why a fairness norm might
exist, but why would the opposite norm, an unfairness norm, ever exist?
Why Unfairness Norms Exist
Differences between legal “justice” and psychological justice and fairness are certainly
one reason why unfairness norms might exist. Gilliland and Schepers (2003) allude to this by
including “legal costs” in their model of determinants of justice treatment in layoffs. In a society
in which employment litigation and organizational costs related to litigation continue to increase
(Goldman, Paddock, & Cropanzano, 2004), organizations give precedence to legal guidelines
rather than fairness rules in managerial contexts. In effect, such unfairness norms are driven by
organizations seeking to legally protect their assets.
In addition to legal costs, Gilliland and Schepers’s (2003) model provides two other
organizational-level determinants: organizational propensity and organizational constraints.
These aspects may also influence the extent to which unfairness norms occur in an organization.
According to Gilliland and Schepers, organizational propensity involves both culture and
industry type. Culture, as defined by these researchers, arises from organizational values and is
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“shared beliefs within an organization.” The influence of organizationally-held values is an
important aspect of culture that may lead to unfairness norms. Companies that verbally and
behaviorally promote values related to fairness are less likely to develop unfairness norms than
companies that verbally promote such values, but do not reward it or that do not even verbally
promote such values. And, even company values seemingly unassociated with fairness such as a
strong focus on shareholder value may lead to unfairness norms. As Folger and Skarlicki (2001)
note, managers may misperceive the potential costs and benefits of acting fairly. If acting fairly
is perceived as costing the organization actual money because of the managerial time and effort
(psychological and physical) expended, an unfairness norm may develop; acting unfairly is
perceived as costing less than acting fairly.
A second aspect of organizational propensity, organizational industry, also relates to
unfairness norms. For example, it may be that individuals in people-oriented industries (e.g.,
healthcare) may be more attuned than employees in non-people oriented industries (e.g.,
manufacturing) to fairness issues because they are encouraged to treat customers fairly. If this is
the case, they may be less accepting of unfair behaviors, meaning it is more difficult for
unfairness norms to develop. However, the opposite should also be considered: employees in
people-oriented industries that treat customers less fairly, may also treat their fellow employees
less fairly.
In introducing another cause of unfairness norms, resource constraints, it is possible to
see that these norms also occur because of managerial practices not intended, but encouraged by
the organization. This is also reflected in Gilliland and Schepers’s (2003) model. Constraints in
the form of scarce resources, which may occur at the organization level, but which tend to be
reflected as what Gilliland and Schepers term “managerial constraints,” often encourage
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unfairness norms. For example, if an organization focuses on shareholder value and in doing so
creates an internal environment in which resources are scarce, unfairness norms may emerge
from the competitive environment as managers try to protect their own turf. A focus on
departmental lines may encourage managers and employees in different departments to treat each
other with less interpersonal fairness. Within departments, scarce resources could leave some
managers trying to gain more from each departmental employee, foregoing the time it would
take to conduct a thorough, accurate employee performance appraisal or describe a project so an
employee understood it completely. This example includes both the time constraints and staff
shortage issues that are facets of managerial constraints (Gilliland & Schepers, 2003).
Gilliland and Schepers (2003) do give several other managerial determinants of fair
treatment that relate to unfairness norms; these include a manager’s individual propensity
(including personality, managerial style, and experience) and the psychological costs to
managers. Managers who are not sensitive to fairness issues (e.g., equity sensitive), who have a
managerial style that already contains unfair behaviors, or who have less experience are likely to
foster and act in accordance with an unfairness norm. Among other reasons, this is because
equity sensitive managers will be more attuned to unfairness and may have a more difficult time
rationalizing their own unfair behavior, managers who lack unfairness in their managerial style
will have to move from the status quo to conform to an unfairness norm, and managers with
more experience will, especially in today’s business world where individuals work at multiple
companies and often in multiple occupations during their careers, have more information about
whether the unfairness norm is typical of a wider variety of business organizations and contexts.
Psychological factors, especially a manager’s relationships with subordinates (e.g., leadermember exchange), also will play a role in whether unfairness norms exist. A manager who has a
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stronger relationship with subordinates will probably find it more difficult to conform to an
unfairness norm and treat these employees unfairly than a manager who does not have a close
relationship with subordinates.
Whereas these organizational and managerial reasons for unfairness norms are not
comprehensive, they suggest two important things: the development of unfairness norms in the
organizational context often are associated with monetary cost to the organization and the
determinants of fair treatment occur at the organizational and managerial levels.
Etiology and Transmission of Fairness and Unfairness Norms
Remember two main etiological perspectives of social norms exist: the societal-value
perspective and the functionalist perspective (Cialdini & Trost, 1998). The former suggests that
norms are arbitrary and evolve because they are reinforced. It is possible that these types of
fairness and unfairness norms exist in organizations, especially if they do not hinder
organizational goals. However, in light of existing organizational behavior research, which
shows that perceptions of fair treatment are positively related to desirable employee attitudes and
behaviors and negatively related to undesirable behaviors, it is likely that the societal-value
perspective of fairness norms is not as strong of an explanation as the functionalist perspective.
The latter perspective suggests that norms help to achieve group goals (e.g., survival) and that
those norms that do not help people to make positive strides toward the goals cease to exist. In
other words, both fairness and unfairness norms probably evolve because they are perceived as
helping to achieve organizational goals in some manner. Of course, the extent to which these
perceptions are correct is questionable, and according to some researchers, the perceptions are
incorrect (e.g., Folger & Skarlicki, 2001).
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Regardless of the etiological perspective used to describe norms, fairness and unfairness
norms relate directly to organizational goals, and fairness and unfairness norms congruent with
organizational goals are more likely to exist. Organizational goals, multiple researchers have
proposed (e.g., Schein, 1993; Schneider & Goldstein, 1995), result from each organization’s
founder (and/or top management) who enacts specific policies and practices. Unique to each
organization, these policies and practices result in the organization’s structure, processes, and
culture (Schneider, 1987, 1995). Culture includes norms (Schneider, 1990), including fairness
and unfairness norms. In other words, the goals of each organization’s founder help to create the
fairness and unfairness norms that exist within that organization, a point I return to in Chapter 4.
But how are these norms transmitted? Both psychologists studying social norms and those
focused on organizational culture and climate have proposed methods of norm transmission.
Psychologists studying social norms have proposed two main methods by which norms
are transmitted, stories and nonverbal behavior: these also are ways that fairness and unfairness
norms are transmitted. For example, during socialization and orientation activities, new
employees often hear stories about how things are done at the organization. A new manager
might hear that “Performance appraisals are very important in how we promote employees.
Based on performance scores, the bottom 10% are laid off each year. You’ll know ahead of time
about how many employees in your unit must go, so you should be careful to rate your
employees accordingly.” In other words, a procedural norm related to performance appraisals is
transmitted to the new manager – there are politics here in how performance appraisals are
conducted, meaning that ratings shouldn’t be good across the board and should correspond with
whom you want to keep in your unit after routine layoffs.
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A second way social norms researchers suggest fairness norms may be transmitted is
through nonverbal behavior. For example, an unfairness norm may exist such that it is customary
for managers to yell at employees not perceived as performing well. One manager sees another
manager yelling at an employee (possibly temporary) and subsequently observes the employee’s
performance improve. The second manager does the same as the first, yells at his lowperforming employees, and is overhead by a third manager. The third manager does the same,
and so on: An unfairness norm develops. The transmission of this verbally related unfair
behavior is nonverbal.
It is important to differentiate between the transmission of fairness and unfairness norms
because there are reasons why each might be more easily transmitted than the other. For
example, it is likely that fairness norms are more widely socially accepted than unfairness norms:
Fairness norms correspond to socially acceptable behavior in multiple settings more often than
unfairness norms do so. Because individuals desire to be socially acceptable, it is likely that the
transmission of norms that are more socially accepted (i.e., fairness vs. unfairness norms) occurs
through both transmission methods. Individuals tell their friends and colleagues what they and
others are doing and what others should be doing, and their own behavior also relays what they
are doing and may relay what others should be doing. Unfairness norms, in contrast may not be
as broadly socially acceptable, and this may limit the transmission of these norms. However,
according to the negativity bias – that negative information is weighted more heavily than
positive information in information processing – the transmission of unfairness norms may be
faster and occur across a broader area as individuals remember seeing someone act unfairly
(nonverbal transmission) and relate their observations (through stories) to others. In this way,
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unfairness norms are also transmitted via both methods, and this may occur more quickly and to
a broader audience than the transmission of fairness norms.
Conclusion
Having reviewed the definitions and the etiology of social norms and related this to
fairness. I now turn to empirically testing social norm concepts in relation to fairness. Using
literature related to the antecedents of fairness as a framework and integrating research on social
norms with fairness, the following two studies investigate elements of fairness norms in an
organizational context.
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Dissertation Outline
The remainder of this dissertation consists of three chapters. Chapters 2 and 3
each includes an empirical laboratory-based study related to organizationally-related
fairness norms. In each, I use the tight control that the laboratory provides to examine
closely the influence that fairness norm elements have on individuals’ fairness-related
behaviors and self-reported fairness. Specifically, in Chapter 2 I look at how the
descriptive element of norms, operationalized as information about others’ actual fair or
unfair behavior, influences participants. Based on the evidence regarding norms
presented in Chapter 2, I extend the investigation of how norms impact fairness-related
behaviors in Chapter 3 to look at a second type of norm element: injunctive norm
elements. These elements, which describe others’ beliefs about what behavior should
occur, are shown in other research on social norms to influence individuals’ behavior to a
greater extent. Importantly, existing social psychological work on social norms largely
ignores the source of the injunctive norm element. Chapter 3 addresses this by including
from whom the injunctive norm element is received, and more specifically, if should
information from more powerful others is more influential than from peers or a more
generic other. Finally, in Chapter 4 results from Chapters 2 and 3 are synthesized and
discussed, and future directions, both empirical and theoretical, for research on decision
making, fairness, and fairness norms and behaviors (and attitudes) are presented.
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CHAPTER 2
CAN DOING WHAT THE MAJORITY DOES LEAD TO FAIRER BEHAVIOR?:
DESCRIPTIVE FAIRNESS NORMS AND PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS BEHAVIORS
As Cialdini and his colleagues work shows, doing what others are doing (littering
when others are littering) can lead to behavior that is not socially optimal (a very littered
environment). Cialdini et al.’s (1990) research suggests that individuals increasingly
exhibit behavior that is generally deemed socially unacceptable when the proportion of
the group that behaves in a counter-normative fashion (i.e., litters) increases. However,
when faced with a strong norm that is broken only once, and broken egregiously this
once, individuals are even more likely to conform to the norm than when the norm (i.e.,
anti-littering) is not broken at all.
This and related findings are supportive of norm salience theory. Because the one
egregious violation of the norm stands out to people, they are more aware of the norm
itself: The norm is more salient. Greater awareness of the norm leads to more norm
conforming behavior. The purpose of the present experiment is to test whether, as norm
salience theory would lead one to predict, fairness norms made more salient by an
egregious example of unfairness lead individuals to behave more fairly. Results of this
study provide initial evidence for how social norms relate to fairness and operate in workrelated contexts.
An additional contribution of this study is that it allows for a comparison between
individuals’ self-perceptions of the fairness of their behaviors and the actual fairness of
their behaviors, which is atypical for justice research. Typically, organizational justice
researchers ask individuals to rate their own fair treatment (e.g., Masterson, Lewis,
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Goldman & Taylor, 2000) or respond to the fairness of a hypothetical scenario (e.g., as a
third party observer in Gilliland, Benson, & Schepers, 1998). Whereas there are
exceptions to these response formats (e.g., Kray & Lind, 2002; Lind, Kray, & Thompson,
1998, 2001), they are rare. Therefore, an additional contribution of this research is a
comparison of self-perception and behavioral measures of fairness. From a multi-trait,
multi-method perspective (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) I examine the measurement validity
of procedural fairness aspects.
To summarize, Study 1 addresses one primary issue: whether social norms are an
antecedent to procedural fair and unfair behaviors. Additionally, I investigate a second
question, which relates to whether individuals’ fairness-related self-perceptions are
congruent with their actual fairness-related behaviors.
Theory and Hypotheses
The Descriptive Norm Element and Fairness
As reviewed, according to norm salience theory when the descriptive norm
element is made salient (i.e., individuals’ attention is directed toward others’ actual
behavior) individuals should be even more likely to conform to the norm. Differences in
individuals’ compliance to the norm should exist, depending on whether the norm itself is
or is not salient.
Cialdini, Reno, and Kallgren’s (1990) work on descriptive norms described in
Chapter 1 tests the power of these norms. In their third study, which included three
conditions (i.e., a lot of litter, a lack of litter except for one egregious piece of litter, no
litter), results suggested that when the descriptive norm was made salient individuals
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conformed to the norm more closely than when the descriptive norm was not salient.
When no deviations from an anti-littering norm existed, individuals littered fairly
infrequently. When one egregious deviation from this same norm existed (i.e., a large
watermelon rind), individuals littered even less frequently. And, as more and more litter
appeared indicating an increasing deviation from the norm, individuals littered
increasingly often. Theoretically, norm salience theory is used to explain these findings.
In no-litter and littered conditions where the norm is not made salient Cialdini and
colleagues suggest that individuals are still likely to conform to the existing norm, but do
not notice it as much. In no-litter conditions where littering norms are made salient by
one large piece of litter, individuals are more likely to conform to the norm.
Mapping previous descriptive norm findings onto fairness-related behaviors, as
more and more individuals behave fairly (unfairly) individuals should increasingly act
fairly (unfairly) themselves. However, also based on these findings, when faced with a
representative jerk (e.g., a single manager treating his or her employees very unfairly
when other managers treat their employees fairly), individuals exhibit behavior that is
even fairer than when no one is acting unfairly. The extremely unfair behavior of this
unfair individual makes the fairness norm salient.
This mapping of norm salience theory onto fairness results in the overall
prediction made in the current study and summarized in Figure 2.1: Fair behaviors should
occur when a fairness norm exists that is not salient (Fair); even more fair behaviors
should occur when one salient example of unfair behavior exists making the fairness
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norm salient (Fair-Salient), but fewer fair behaviors should occur as the number of unfair
behaviors rises and the norm becomes one of unfairness (Unfair).
Figure 2.1. Expected Pattern of Fairness-Related Behaviors Based on Cialdini and
Colleagues (1990) Social Psychological Descriptive Norms Research.
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The prediction itself begs the question “What is fair behavior?,” which I discuss
in the following section.
Fairness Rules and Fairness Norms
Organizational justice researchers distinguish four types of justice, two of which
are more important to the proposed study: distributive justice and procedural fairness. As
discussed in Chapter 1, researchers derived fairness guidelines or rules for fair behavior.
These rules are discussed next.
Distributive Justice and Social Norms
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Distributive justice focuses on the fairness of the outcome. Researchers
distinguish three distributive rules: equity (that individuals’ outputs should reflect
their inputs), equality (that all individuals should receive equal outputs), and need
(that only those individuals requiring the output should receive it). The first of
these is of particular importance to the design of the pay allocation decision task
used in the current study.
As discussed in Chapter 1, existing work on norms and fairness relates to the
distributive fairness norms (e.g., Bicchieri, 2004). An understudied but important
relationship is that between social norms and procedural justice, or the fairness of
processes used to allocate outcomes (Thibaut & Walker, 1975; Leventhal, 1980).
However, in order to focus on elements of the process used to allocate outcomes, it is
helpful to have a situation in which the allocation method (e.g., equity, equality, need)
itself is stable.
Based on earlier research on equity (Adams, 1965; Lerner, 1975; Walster,
Walster, & Berscheid, 1978), Allen (1982) notes that “cultural norms have evolved
concerning the equitable distribution of outcomes as a justice norm; that is, people
believe that there should be a positive relation between effort and reward, between input
and outcome, among the members of a group” (p. 187-188). As equity research shows, in
pay situations based on performance the expected distribution method is equity-based.
Therefore, by using a pay allocation task in the current experiment, participants are
focused on the equity rule of distributive justice, allowing for a more complete
investigation of procedural fairness aspects.
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Procedural Fairness Rules
Multiple procedural fairness rules exist, most of which were proposed by
Leventhal (1980). To be fair, decisions should be: consistent across persons and over
time, free from bias, based on accurate information, correctable, representative of all
recipients’ concerns, and based on moral and ethical standards. Typically, researchers
measure individuals’ perceptions of each of these aspects in a self-report scale; recently
the procedural fairness portion of Colquitt’s (2001) validated justice scale is used.
To investigate the relationship between procedural fairness and social norms, I
focused on four procedural fairness rules, including whether individuals’ decisions are
based on accurate information, their decision procedures allow for voice, decision
procedures were consistent, and were free from bias. These specific procedural rules were
selected for several reasons.
First, these four procedural aspects range in the extent to which they relate to
fairness (and unfairness). Voice ranges from fair to neutral, bias ranges from neutral to
unfair, and accuracy and consistency range from fair to unfair. For example, having voice
generally is considered fairer than not having voice; however, the lack of voice is, at least
in a pay context, probably considered neutral more than unfair. Bias exists on the other
end of the continuum. Acting in a biased manner is generally considered unfair; however,
acting in a non-biased manner is neutral rather than fair.
Second, within the pay allocation task used, the four procedural elements differ in
the effort individuals must expend to conform to the fairness rule. Specifically, as bias is
brought to students’ attention in the descriptive norm manipulation, individuals have only
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to ignore the names of the schools that students are from to act in a non-biased fashion
when making allocation decisions. They must, however, expend slightly more effort
when allowing for voice: Students must at least click on the note written to them to
access voice. To make accurate decisions, students must click on four different buttons
for each of five individuals per block for four blocks they are making a decision about to
access all of the information necessary to make accurate decisions. Finally, students must
expend the most effort to be consistent over the four blocks of students they must make
allocation decisions about. Students must remember the policy they used in the previous
block and apply it to the subsequent block.
Despite these differences in the procedural fairness rules I focus on, individuals’
behavioral conformity to each of these rules is not expected to significantly differ:
Behavioral results for accuracy, voice, consistency and bias, are expected to look similar
to the pattern portrayed in Figure 2.1.
The possible pattern of results expected for individuals’ self-perceptions of their
behavior is expected to be similar across procedural fairness aspects. Competing
hypotheses exist for these self-perceptions. First, it is possible that individuals’ selfperceptions of their behavior are congruent with their actual behavior. If this is the case
and the behavioral prediction is supported, then the previously predicted pattern would
result: Individuals’ self-perceptions of their behavior as fair would be greatest when the
fairness norm was salient, less fair when they were faced with a fairness norm that was
not salient, and least fair when they were faced with an unfairness norm. Self-perceptions
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should produce a check-mark shaped function similar to that predicted for behavioral
measures.
However, it is likely that individuals in the unfairness norm condition described
above will not perceive their own behavior as unfair because of a self-serving attribution
bias. This self-serving bias leads to the alternative hypothesis: There will be no
differences in individuals’ self-perceptions of their fair behavior regardless of the
manipulation of norms conditions. All participants’ self-perceptions of their behavior will
show they view their behavior as fair.
To test behavioral and self-perception predictions, Study 1 was conducted.
However, first an initial study (Phase 1) was conducted to create the materials used in
Study 1. Prior to reviewing the method for Study 1, this Phase 1 study is described.
Phase 1
The intention of Phase 1 was to have real students complete two administrative
in-box tasks and to use the data from these students in Study 1. Phase 1 was conducted
and real students were used as participants to avoid methodological deception to the
extent possible.
Method
Participants
Participation by students from each of two universities, University of Arizona and
University of Montana, was sought for the Phase 1 Internet-based set of organizational
administrative tasks. Students from two schools were sought as participants because this
allowed for the bias manipulation, which is described in more detail later in this chapter.
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University of Arizona and University of Montana were chosen for reasons of
convenience and because most aspects of students at these two universities are similar
(e.g., both are at flagship state schools in the west, both sets of students are in
management departments, admission standards are reasonably similar, etc.). Further,
students’ performance on the tasks was expected to be similar, with students varying in
the degree to which they accurately and quickly completed the tasks.
Unfortunately, lack of student interest in participating in Phase 1 at the University
of Montana prohibited equal participation from both universities. Informal feedback
obtained by the experimenter suggests that three explanations exist for this low
participation rate: (1) a behavioral laboratory does not exist at the University of Montana
and these students are not use to acting as participants in experiments, (2) the $5 to $10
and extra-credit being offered for participation was not adequate to overcome their
uncertainty resulting from the first reason, and (3) also because research participation was
novel, students took longer than given to complete the Internet study, meaning the data
from some of the University of Montana students was not obtained in time to be useful.
For this reason, some usable data (n = 2) from all University of Montana students that
participated (nMT = 6) was included in the subsequent experiments and additional data
was collected from University of Arizona students (nAZ = 36), resulting in 42 sets of
performance and completion time scores, and notes.
Procedure
Phase 1 participants were provided with an Internet link, which took them first to
a consent form. The consent form page contained an overview of the three aspects of the
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experimental session: 1) completion of an experimental task related to meeting
scheduling, 2) completion of an experimental task related to memo routing, 3) completion
of a survey questionnaire. Participants were also told explicitly that the purpose of the
experiment was to investigate performance-related monetary allocations and that they
were providing the performance to be assessed. On the consenting screen participants
learned that they would receive an actual monetary payment depending on others’
perceptions of their performance on the experimental tasks and information they
provided. The researcher also reminded students that she would contact them in the future
to give them this monetary payment, resulting in the confidential rather than anonymous
nature of the study. The students pressed “Continue” to proceed to the two experimental
tasks.
The two experimental tasks were the scheduling and routing tasks originally used
by Lind, Kray, and Thompson (1998, 2001; Kray & Lind, 2002). These tasks were
reprogrammed and slightly modified for use in this study. The version of the task used
differed from the Lind et al. version in that it did not involve any ongoing feedback for
participants’ performance (their communication with a manager) and did not contain a
time limit. Other than these exceptions, the task directions and method were taken
directly from the program used by Lind et al.
The order in which the two tasks were presented following the consent form were
counterbalanced, with approximately half of the students receiving the memo routing task
first and half the meeting scheduling task first. Regardless of the order in which
participants received the tasks, the second screen participants viewed provided
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information about the task and the third screen showed an example of the task completed.
On the fourth screen students started their first task. Both tasks ended with a screen that
read “End of Task.” Regardless of task order, the second task followed directly after the
first task. These two tasks are described in detail in Appendix A. Both tasks resulted in
two types of scores: a correctness score and a completion time score.
Following the second task, students received a short questionnaire containing
task-related questions and demographics.
Results
All participants’ scores (N = 42) on the two tasks varied. The fact that
participants’ scores showed variation meant that they were useful in the subsequent
experiments in which students were allocating pay based on performance: Variability
encouraged participants in Study 1 to allocate differential amounts to participants rather
than giving the five participants grouped in each block an equal amount of the $4.
Because an equal number of participants from participating schools was not
obtained, only 20 of the 42 scores were used in subsequent experiments. These 20 were
selected because their scores, as a group, reflected the entire sample and because the
scores, within the group, had adequate variability in performance scores. However, all
students who participated in Phase 1 did receive payment for their participation (also
described in Appendix A).
Study 1
Once the scores were obtained from Phase 1 participants, Study 1 was conducted
to investigate the relationship between the descriptive element of fairness norms and
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fairness self-perceptions and behaviors. Recall the design of Study 1: three conditions of
the descriptive norm were used (Fair, Fair-salient, Unfair) to assess the expected main
effect.
Method
Participants
A computerized laboratory experiment was conducted, with 116 (65 men and 51
women) undergraduate business students serving as participants. The 115 students who
reported ethnicity included African American (.9%), Hispanic/ Latino (6.9%), White/
Non-Hispanic (62.9%), Asian American/ Pacific Islander (13.8%), and “Other” (14.7%;
Asian, African, and Middle Eastern written in). Students’ ages ranged from 19 to 38
years (Mode = 21 years). All but four participants were full-time students, and all
participants received 5-points of extra-credit for their business ethics course in return for
their participation.
Because the current experiment involved fairness norms on a work-related task,
specifically performance-based monetary allocations based on in-box task scores,
additional work-related demographic information was collected. Most students had parttime work experience (66%, range = 0 to 18 years) and summer work experience (57%,
range = 0 to 20 summers). Fewer than half of participants had full time work experience
(21%, range = 0 to 19 years). Two questions were asked to assess students’ familiarity
with in-box tasks. 25.9% of participants indicated that they had completed an in-box task
at some point as an employee or potential employee. Students also rated their “familiarity
with what is termed an ‘in-box’ task” on a 7-point scale (1 = not familiar at all, 7 =
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extremely familiar), and results show that students were, on average, moderately familiar
with such tasks (M = 3.55, SD = 1.78). Finally, four questions asked participants about
their familiarity with performance appraisal situations in general. Over half of
participants indicated that they had received a performance appraisal (56.9%), with the
number of performance appraisals students reported receiving ranging from zero to 20
(Mode = 2). Fewer participants indicated that they had given performance appraisals
(34%), with the number of performance appraisals that students reported giving ranging
from zero to around 100 (Mode = 2).
Procedure
Participants were given initial verbal instructions regarding the “performance
allocation decision task” they were asked to complete. Specifically, students were told
that another group of students in an earlier experiment completed two computerized tasks
that were administrative in-box tasks. Participants learned that it was their job, in the
current experiment, to allocate real money to Phase 1 students. They were told that unlike
some experiments they might of participated in, this experiment did not involve “what if”
or “imagine that” and the experimenter stressed that real money actually would be given
to students in Phase 1 based on current participants’ decisions in the experiment.
On the second computer screen participants were randomly assigned to one of
three norm conditions in which the descriptive element of the norm was manipulated: (1)
multiple fair behaviors, (2) multiple fair behaviors and one egregious, unfair behavior, or
(3) multiple unfair behaviors, including the one egregious, unfair behavior. Directions on
this screen told students that they were being provided with these five representative
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explanations given by participants like themselves to a question about what process was
used to allocate money. In reality, the fair and unfair explanations contained in these
manipulation conditions were generated by graduate students familiar with the research
on organizational fairness. These graduate students were provided with information about
the performance allocation task and asked to create very fair and unfair procedural
descriptions based on Leventhal’s (1980) accepted procedural fairness rules for use in the
current study. Prior to use in the experiments, explanations were pre-tested by 15 students
to ensure that they were fair or unfair. For a full list of all five fair and unfair process
statements and the pre-test means for each of these, refer to Appendix B.
The Study 1 (and Study 2 reported in Chapter 3) focused on four procedural
fairness rules, including whether decisions are accurate, allow for voice, are consistent
across individuals and over time, and lack bias. Consistent with the three experimental
conditions, (1) all five students’ explanations of the process they used to allocate money
were consistent with procedural fairness rules, (2) four students’ explanations of the
process they used to allocate money were consistent with procedural fairness rules and
one student violated all of these rules, or (3) all five students’ explanations of the process
they used to allocate money violated the procedural fairness rules. Following the screen
containing this manipulation, students saw the first allocation screen.
In total, participants moved sequentially through four allocation screens (termed
blocks, see Appendix C for a screen shot of one screen). On each screen, participants saw
information about five individuals (Person A to E). This information included
Correctness Score-Task 1, Completion Time-Task 1, Correctness Score-Task 2,
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Completion Time-Task 2, and a Note. All of this information was actual information
provided by a Phase 1 student. Study 1 participants were asked to allocate $4 among the
five individuals on the allocation screen in $ 0.10 increments. When they were satisfied
with their allocations, they proceeded to the next allocation screen.
Finally, students answered a short post-task survey containing questions about
their own fairness perceptions of their allocation decisions, personal beliefs about
fairness, and demographic items.
Measures and Measure Assessment
Dependent measures in this study consisted of measures of participants’ selfperceptions of their own fair behavior, behavioral measures of participants’ violation of
(or adherence to) fairness rules, and a trait measure of equity sensitivity.
Self-perception measures. Self-perception measures for three types of justice were
used: procedural fairness, distributive justice, and interpersonal fairness. Items were
taken from existing fairness literature, including items adapted from Colquitt’s (2001)
justice scale. Additionally, items from Moorman (1991) were used to supplement this
scale and increase the number of items used to measure aspects of procedural justice. It
also is possible that Moorman’s items are more applicable to laboratory situations
(personal communication, Cropanzano, 2003). All items contained the same introduction:
“To what extent did you use allocation procedures that…”
For comprehensiveness, these fairness items were assessed using a factor analysis
with principal components extraction and varimax rotation. These results are reported in
Table 2.1, which shows five factors rather than the expected three. Using the ± .40 rule of
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thumb for each item, all items but one are maintained in the five factor structure, which is
supported both by the scree plot and by the Kaiser rule by which factors with eigenvalues
of 1.0 or greater are retained. Together, these five factors accounted for 69.79% of the
variance.
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TABLE 2.1
Factor Loadings, Eigenvalues, and Percentage of Variance from Principal-Component
Analysis of Fairness Items Used to Measure Self-Perceived Fairness.
Item
To what extent …
…did you treat students you made
allocation decisions about with
respect? (I)
…did you treat students you made
allocation decisions about in a
polite manner? (I)
…did you treat students you made
allocation decisions about with
dignity? (I)
…did you use allocation procedures
that were applied consistently
across students within each group?
(P)
… did you use allocation procedures
that were applied consistently over
time? (P)
… did you use allocation procedures
that were applied consistently
across the four groups? (P)
…does the money allocated reflect
the effort students put into the inbox tasks? (D)
…does the money allocated reflects
what students did when completing
the in-box tasks? (D)
…does the money you allocated seem
appropriate for what students
completed? (D)
…does the money you allocated seem
justified given students’
performance? (D)

Factor loading
1

2

3

4

5

.90

.10

.12

.10

.09

.88

.17

.04

.09

.08

.87

.14

.09

.13

.11

.16

.86

.05

-.03

.03

.13

.80

.06

.10

.20

.19

.71

.18

-.12

.29

.09

.05

.77

.03

.18

.02

-.10

.73

.15

-.17

.14

.25

.68

.11

.22

.03

.32

.63

-.29

.36
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TABLE 2.1, cont.
Factor Loadings, Eigenvalues, and Percentage of Variance from Principal-Component
Analysis of Fairness Items Used to Measure Self-Perceived Fairness.
Item
To what extent …
…did you use allocation procedures
that attended to the concerns of
those affected by the decision? (P)
…did you use allocation procedures
that considered the sides of all
affected by the decision? (P)
…did you use allocation procedures
that allowed students to express
their views and feelings? (P)
…did you use allocation procedures
that gave students influence of the
amount of money you allocated to
them by the procedures you used?
(P)
…did you use allocation procedures
that were based on accurate
information? (P)
…did you use allocation procedures
that lacked bias? (P)
Eigenvalue
Variance explained (%)

Factor loading
1

2

3

4

5

.11

-.06

.04

.87

.12

.19

.09

.20

.65

.51

.35

-.03

.05

.57

-.35

-.10

.51

.02

.52

-.31

.09

.12

.06

-.11

.77

.11

.19

.21

.20

.70

4.48

2.29

1.68

1.51

1.21

27.97

14.31

10.52

9.44

7.54

Note: N = 116. Numbers in boldface indicate highest factor loadings. Numbers
underlined indicate items loading > ± .40 on more than one factor. (P) = Procedural
fairness, (I) = Interpersonal fairness, (D) = Distributive justice.
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This factor analysis shows distributive justice (Factor 3) and interpersonal fairness
(Factor 1) items holding together; however, the nine procedural items typically used to
measure one procedural fairness factor break into three factors. Assessment of the items
in each of these factors suggests procedural factors related to consistency (Factor 2),
voice (Factor 4) and accuracy (Factor 5).
Based on these results, procedural items were not averaged as is usually done to
create an overall measure of procedural fairness. Instead, items were separated to assess
the procedural aspects of consistency, voice, and accuracy. Notably, this classification of
procedural fairness aspects is congruent with recent theoretical work on aspects of justice
types (Gilliland & Paddock, 2005).
Distributive justice, which was measured using the four items that loaded on
Factor 3, produced an alpha of .69. The omission of one item (“To what extent does the
money you allocated reflect what students did when completing the in-box tasks?”),
raised the alpha to .71; however, because the number of items was already small and the
increase in alpha minimal, all four items were retained in the scale use for subsequent
analyses.
Even though Study 1 participants never had direct contact with Phase 1 students,
fair interpersonal treatment was assessed using the three items that loaded on Factor 1.
Together, these items produced a reliable measure ($ = .90). Inclusion of this measure
was especially helpful in the inter-comparison between self-perception and behavioral
measures.
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Consistency was measured using three items that loaded on Factor 2, which
together showed acceptable reliability ($ = .86). Three items loading on Factor 4 were
used to assess voice. The scale was reliable ($ = .86). Accuracy was measured using the
two items that loaded on Factor 5. The alpha of this scale was .70.
Finally, several direct measures of self-perceived fairness were adapted and used
(ref. Lind & Tyler, 1988; used in Colquitt, 2004), including “I used resource allocation
procedures when deciding students’ individual monetary allocations that were fair” and
“I treated students fairly.” These measures were included to assess the extent to which
participants did or did not perceive their own behavior as being fair. The items used to
measure overall fairness together formed a reliable measure ($ = .84), which was used in
subsequent analyses.
Behavioral measures. In addition to self-perceptions of fairness, behavioral
measures of fairness were also calculated from Study 1 participants’ behavior, which
allowed for the assessment of how the social norm manipulation influenced students
adherence to procedural fairness rules. The design of the computer program used for
Study 1 allowed for the collection of these measures, including measures of accuracy,
allowance of voice, consistency, and non-bias.
Several procedural behavioral measures of whether Study 1 participants based
their allocation decisions on accurate information were calculated. The computer
program tracked which, if any, scores participants looked at to make allocation decisions.
Based on this information and prior research on process tracing (see Jasper & Levin,
2001), participants’ use of the four scores available per Phase 1 student was calculated in
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several ways: (1) the total number of times participants clicked on correctness scores
(over Tasks 1 and 2), (2) the number of unique people participants viewed at least one
correctness score for (over Tasks 1 and 2), and (3) the number of unique people
participants viewed both correctness scores for (for Tasks 1 and 2). These same three
scores were also computed for completion time scores, resulting in six accuracy
variables. The more a participant accessed scores, the more the participant was viewed as
behaving in accordance with the procedural fairness rule of accuracy because without this
information a performance-based decision would not be accurate.
Participants’ adherence to the procedural fairness rule of voice was
operationalized as the note written by each Phase 1 student to explain his/ her
performance on both in-box tasks and how much money they felt they deserved. These
notes were on the allocation decision computer screens (see the “Note” buttons on the
screen shot in Appendix C). Voice measures created parallel two measures used for
accuracy: (1) how many times each individual clicked on voice over all blocks and (2)
how many unique people a participant viewed voice for. Students that clicked on more of
the notes allowed for a greater amount off voice than those that reviewed fewer of these
notes.
Behavioral measures for voice and accuracy were based on highly similar
information. To identify whether these items should be collapsed into factors, an
exploratory factor analysis with principal components extraction and varimax rotation
was run on these items. Results of this factor analyses are presented in Table 2.2.
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TABLE 2.2
Factor Loadings, Eigenvalues, and Percentage of Variance from Principal-Component
Analysis of Fairness Items Created to Measure Behavioral Accuracy and Voice.
Behavioral Item

10. Number of unique people viewed two
completion time scores for
8. Overall number of times clicked on
completion time scores
9. Number of unique people viewed one
completion time score for
5. Number of unique people viewed one
correctness score for
4. Overall number of times clicked on
correctness scores
6. Number of unique people viewed two
correctness scores for
1. Overall number of times clicked on
voice
2. Unique people viewed voice for
Eigenvalue
Variance explained (%)

1

2

3

.95

.08

.19

.93

.21

.13

.90

.33

.14

.15

.95

.00

.11

.94

.12

.37

.84

.19

.16

.11

.97

.19

.11

.97

4.36

1.73

1.42

54.48

21.65

17.73

Note: N = 116. Numbers in boldface indicate highest factor loadings.
Numbers underlined indicate items loading > ± .40 on more than one factor.
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As Table 2.2 makes evident, the original behavioral items used to measure
procedural fairness aspects of voice and accuracy collapsed into three factors. These
factors relate closely to the type of information: the note, the correctness scores and the
completion time scores. The note was used to manipulate voice, meaning that factor 3
may be termed Voice ($ = .99). The correctness scores and completion time scores were
intended to measure accuracy: To be accurate, participants had to access these scores.
Interestingly, participants did not lump these two types of information together into an
overall information-based accuracy factor. Instead, participants’ usage of correctness
scores was different from their usage of completion time scores. Therefore, both
Correctness Score and Completion Time will be used in future analyses as separate
measures of accuracy. The three items loading on factor 2 ($ = .93) were averaged to
create Correctness Score. The three items loading on factor 1 ($ = .96) were averaged to
create Completion Time. Because behavioral measures of voice, correctness score, and
completion time were not on the same scale, prior to creating the averaged measures
standardized item scores were created and the factors were created from these scores.
In addition to Voice and accuracy factors, behavioral measures for consistency
and bias were also derived. Participants’ observance of the procedural fairness rule of
consistency was investigated using policy capturing analyses. Only students who
completed all four blocks were included in this set of analyses (n = 97). A regression was
run on each Study 1 participant’s 20 monetary allocation decisions using Correctness
Score-Task 1, Completion Time-Task 1, Correctness Score-Task 2, Completion TimeTask 2, and Block as predictors. The first four of the predictors are the actual scores of
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Phase 1 students. Block is a dummy variable created to assess participants’ consistency in
allocating over time: allocation screens 1 and 2 (the first 10 Phase 1 students that
participants made allocation decisions about) were coded zero and screens 3 and 4 (Phase
1 students 11 to 20) were coded one. These five variables were entered into the
hierarchical regression in three levels as predictors of Money Allocated. The first four
task scores were entered first. Second, Block was entered. Finally, interaction terms
between each of the first four scores and Block (e.g., Completion Time-Task 1 x Block)
were entered third.
These analyses resulted in two scores of particular interest. The R2 resulting from
the first level, which included the four scores, shows participants’ linear consistency in
allocation across Phase 1 students. Consistency across individuals is one facet of
consistency as a procedural fairness factor. Second, the R2 obtained for the interaction
variables between each of the four scores and Block show participants consistency across
time, a second type of consistency. As the bivariate correlation (r = - .08) between these
two measures of consistency shows, it did not make sense to collapse across behavioral
consistency measures. Therefore, separate analyses were run using Consistency Across
People and Consistency Over Time as separate measures.
Finally, a behavioral measure of bias was calculated. Over the four blocks,
participants saw 10 students (ostensibly) from the University of Montana and 10 students
(ostensibly) from the University of Arizona. This was counterbalanced between
participants, so approximately half of the participants saw Person X was from the
University of Arizona and the other half of participants saw Person X was from the
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University of Montana. Therefore, while Phase 1 students’ scores on in-box tasks and
their notes were held constant, where each Phase 1 student was from was manipulated.
Further, a specified amount of money was allocated per allocation screen ($4.00). This
allocation task structure allowed for participants’ bias (or lack thereof) between schools
to be assessed.
To assess whether the descriptive norm manipulation led to differences in the
extent to which participants showed bias, the amount participants’ allocated across all
four allocation screens to all Phase 1 students (ostensibly) from the University of Arizona
was used. Half the amount of total allocation across all four screens ($8.00) was
subtracted from the amount each participant allocated to University of Arizona students.
Therefore, if a participant allocated $7.50 to University of Arizona students, the
allocation bias was in favor (+$ .50) of University of Montana students. In contrast, if a
participant allocated $9.00 to University of Arizona students, the allocation bias was in
favor (+$1.00) of the University of Arizona students. If a tendency to make biased
decisions existed, it was expected that Study 1 students would make decisions in favor of
the University of Arizona students, based on an in-group bias (ref. Tajfel, Billig, Bundey,
& Flament, 1971, for in-group bias).
Equity sensitivity measure. Because the task involved perceptions of pay
distribution and previous research links individuals’ perceptions of fair pay with
equitable distributions, planned analyses called for the personality measure equity
sensitivity to be included as a covariate in self-perception and behavioral analyses. An
adapted version of King and Miles (1994, also see Colquitt, 2004) validated scale of
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equity sensitivity was used. An example item is “It would be more important for me to:
(A) Get from the organization; (B) Give to the organization.” For each item, students are
asked to divide 10 points between choices A and B, giving the most points to the choice
that fits them better and fewer points to the choice that does not fit them as well. Zeros
are possible. If both choices fit equally well, equal points are given. By scoring the
number of points given to specific choices, a score of benevolence is calculated.
Items used to measure equity sensitivity, produced a scale slightly less reliable ($
= .70) than the typical alpha for this scale reported by the scale creators ($ = .75, King &
Miles, 1994). However, the deletion of one item (“The hard work I would do should: (b)
benefit me.”), raised the alpha above this average ($ = .78), and therefore, this item was
not included in the scale created and used in subsequent analyses.
In summary, the independent variable of interest, Descriptive Norm, had three
conditions: fair, fair-salient, and unfair. Dependent variables included multiple selfperception fairness measures (Accuracy, Voice, Consistency, Distributive Justice,
Interpersonal Fairness, and Overall Fairness). Additionally, six behavioral measures were
created: Voice, Correctness Score (accuracy), Completion Time (accuracy), Consistency
Across People, Consistency Over Time, and Bias. Equity Sensitivity was used in these
analyses as a covariate.
Results and Discussion
On average participants’ fair procedural behavior (i.e., adherence to procedural
fairness rules) was expected to vary, depending on descriptive norm condition, resulting
in the greatest fair behavior when individuals were reminded of the fairness norm by one
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example of procedurally unfair behavior, less fair behavior in the fairness norm condition
that was not made salient, and the least fairness (and more unfairness) in the unfairness
norm condition. However, these results are, at the very least, contingent on whether
participants understood the manipulation.
Manipulation Check
A one-item measure assessing participants’ perceptions of the process statements
was included as a manipulation check: “The five representative people in this experiment
used a fair process to allocate money.” Participants’ responses to this item (rated on a 1 =
to a small extent, 5 = to a large extent), differed significantly depending on norms
condition (F(2,110) = 10.78, p < .001). Tukeys post hoc comparisons showed a
significant difference between the unfair norm condition (M = 2.53, SD = 1.44) and both
the non-salient fairness norm condition (M = 3.72, SD = .83) and the salient fairness
norm condition (M = 3.28, SD = 1.09), but not the latter two conditions. A significant
difference between the latter two conditions was not necessary to support the
manipulation, because both conditions are fairness norms (vs. the unfairness norm
information). However, because the salient fairness norm condition contains some
negative information whereas the fairness norm condition does not, the mean of the
salient fairness norm condition is expected to be slightly lower than the fairness norm
condition. The direction of the means shows this pattern.
Overview of Dependent Measures
The means, standard deviations and intercorrelations of all self-perception,
behavioral, and trait fairness measures are given in Table 2.3.
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TABLE 2.3
Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations of All Fairness Measures.

Self-Perception
1. Voice
2. Accuracy
3. Consistency
4. Distributive justice
5. Interpersonal
fairness
6. Overall fairness
Behavioral
7. Voice
8. Completion time
(accuracy)
9. Correctness score
(accuracy)
10.Consistency
across people
11. Consistency over
time
12. Bias
Trait
13. Equity sensitivity

M

SD

1.

2.

3.

4.

2.95
3.86
3.94
3.96

1.04
1.05
1.05
.87

(.86)
.31**
.29**
.29**

(.70)
.56**
.52**

(.86)
.48**

(.69)

3.91

1.02

.48**

.44**

.50**

.44**

(.90)

4.25

.99

.38**

.72**

.64**

.63**

.63**

(.84)

.99

.31**

.12

-.03

.08

.20*

.06

*

.22

*

**

.28

**

.24

5.

.33**

0

.97

.16

0

.94

.11

.16

.07

.07

.18

.16

0

1.00

.10

.32**

.36**

.17

.24*

.33**

0

1.00

.11

-.11

.08

.09

-.05

-.19

0

1.00

.01

.00

.08

-.05

.06

.08

4.89

1.73

.17

.31**

.30**

.30**

.40**

.33**

Note: Values along diagonal represent internal consistency estimates.
tailed), ** = p < 0.001 (2-tailed)

*

.25

6.

= p < 0.01 (2-
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TABLE 2.3, cont.
Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations of All Fairness Measures
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Self-Perception
1. Voice
2. Accuracy
3. Consistency
4. Distributive justice
5. Interpersonal fairness
6. Overall fairness
Behavioral
7. Voice
8. Correctness score
(accuracy)
9. Completion time
(accuracy)
10.Consistency across
people
11. Consistency over
time
12. Bias
Trait
13. Equity sensitivity

(.99)
.35**

(.96)

.25**

.44**

(.93)

-.07

.24*

.44**

---

-.01

-.15

-.22*

-.08

---

-.15

.09

.24*

.31**

-.11

---

.13

.04

.12

.05

.00

.00

(.78)
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Self-Perception Measures
Means for the self-perception measures tended to be on the fair side of the scale,
with all self-report measure means hovering around 4.0 out of 5.0 except that for voice
which was lower (M = 2.99). If participants acted in accordance with the descriptive
norm they were given, one might expect these means to be slightly lower because onethird of participants received an unfairness norm. It is possible that overall participants
perceived themselves as behaving in a fair manner, regardless of which descriptive norm
condition they received. This possibility is congruent with the second hypothesis
proposed and is tested in a following section.
Correlations among self-perception measures are mostly moderate, ranging from r
= .29 to .72. Notably, the two lowest correlations between self-perception measures are
between voice and consistency and voice and distributive justice. Whereas the latter is
not overly surprising, the former is somewhat surprising. Typically voice and consistency
are averaged together in fairness scales measuring procedural self-perceptions. Therefore,
a lower correlation between these two items, purported to measure the same type of
justice, seems startling. However, it is possible that this lower correlation reflects the fact
that these two sub-factors of procedural justice are not equally important in this context.
This explanation is congruent with recent theoretical work: Gilliland and Paddock (2005)
suggest that voice and consistency are differentially important in performance appraisal
contexts, with voice being more important and consistency being less important. The
current task clearly relates to performance appraisals, as it is a pay allocation task based
on Phase 1 students’ performance.
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Behavioral Measures
As defined, behavioral measures were calculated for multiple procedural justice
rules: accuracy, voice, consistency and bias. The means, standard deviations and
intercorrelations for these behavioral measures also are reported in Table 2.3.
Notably, the correlations among behavioral measures are not as strong as those
among self-perception measures. At least one of these correlations is negative.
Consistency Over Time is negatively related (r = -.22) to Completion Time (accuracy).
(Further assessment of the pattern of results suggests that individuals rely on Completion
Time scores less over time.) Whereas it is possible that certain procedural fairness aspects
relate differently in the performance-pay task framework, this explanation is not
convincing because the self-report measures of the same procedural aspects do not show
negative relationships with each other. Therefore, it is possible that this negative
relationship may result from the way that the behavioral measures were operationalized.
Relationships Between Self-Perception and Behavioral Measures of Procedural Aspects
Correlations between the self-perception and behavioral measures of procedural
aspects can be directly compared. Most correlations are moderate between selfperception and behavioral measures. This is the case for voice (r = .31, p < .001),
Completion Time (accuracy measure, r = .28, p < .001), and Consistency Across People
(r = .36, p < .001). However, the other procedural aspects are not significantly correlated
across measurement types: Correctness Score as accuracy (r = .16), Consistency Over
Time (r = .08) and Bias (r = .00). The first two of these are interesting especially because
their counterparts, the other two measures that assessed accuracy and consistency
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respectively, did correlate significantly with self-perception measures but Correctness
Score and Consistency Over Time did not.
Descriptive Norms and Self-Perception Measures
To determine which, if either, of the competing hypotheses offered for the selfperception measures of fairness was supported ANCOVAs were run on all selfperception dependent variables (Voice, Accuracy, Consistency, Distributive Justice,
Interpersonal Fairness and Overall Fairness). The independent variable was the
descriptive norms manipulation and the covariate was equity sensitivity. The results of
these analyses are presented in Table 2.4.
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TABLE 2.4
Results for Self-Perception and Behavioral Measures
Source
Self-Perception ACNOVAs
Voice
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Accuracy
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Consistency
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Distributive Justice
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Interpersonal Fairness
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Overall Fairness
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Behavioral ACNOVAs
Voice
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Correctness Score (accuracy)
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Completion Time (accuracy)
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Consistency Across People
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity
Consistency Over Time
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity

df

F

!2

p

2
1

.33
2.85

.01
.03

.72
.09

2
1

.18
10.04

.00
.09

.83
.00

2
1

.04
9.98

.00
.09

.97
.00

2
1

.57
9.23

.01
.08

.57
.00

2
1

2.73
18.95

.05
.15

.07
.00

2
1

.36
12.36

.01
.00

.70
.10

2
1

.85
1.67

.02
.01

.43
.20

2
1

.78
1.44

.01
.01

.46
.23

2
1

3.13
.04

.05
.00

.05
.84

2
1

.24
.24

.01
.00

.79
.62

2
1

1.47
.03

.03
.00

.24
.87
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TABLE 2.4, cont.
Results for Self-Perception and Behavioral Measures
Source
Bias
Descriptive Norm
Equity Sensitivity

df

F

Source

df

2
1

.46
.04

.01
.00

.63
.82
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Results for Self-Perception and Behavioral Measures
As Table 2.4 makes apparent descriptive fairness norms did not significantly
predict any of the self-perception variables. Notably, however, equity sensitivity was a
significant covariate in most of these analyses. This makes sense given the relationship
between equity and pay allocations, the latter of which is embodied in the experimental
task. As Table 2.4 shows, equity sensitivity did not significantly predict voice and overall
fairness.
Descriptive Norms and Behavioral Measures
Similar to previous analyses for self-report measures, ANCOVAs were run on
behavioral measures. Dependent variables included Voice, Correctness Score (accuracy
measure 1), Completion Time Score (accuracy measure 2), Consistency Across People,
Consistency Over Time, and Bias. Results for this behavioral analysis are reported in
Table 2.4.
ANOVAs showed one dependent variable to be of interest. Significant effects
were obtained for Completion Time (F(2, 115) = 3.13, p = .05, eta2 = .05). A Tukey’s
post hoc analysis showed that the non-salient fairness condition (M = .16) and the salient
fairness condition (M = .11) were significantly different from the unfairness condition (M
= -.34). However, the two fairness conditions were not significantly different from each
other. The resulting pattern is plotted in Figure 2.2.
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Times Completion Time Score Accessed

Figure 2.2. Pattern of Behavioral Completion Time Dependent Variable (An Accuracy
Measure) by Descriptive Norm Condition.
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

Fair

-0.4
-0.6

Fair
(Salient)

Unfair

Obtained pattern

-0.8
-1

Descriptive Norm Conditions

Figure 2.2 shows the non-significant difference between the two fairness
conditions, which look similar: Individuals in both of these conditions behaved somewhat
fairly, accessing the completion time (accuracy) scores. The lack of a significant
difference between these two conditions does not support the main effect predicted.
Significant differences were expected between the two fairness conditions themselves
such that the salient fairness condition was expected to result in fairer behavior than the
non-salient fairness condition.
Why might this be? It is possible that fairness is usually salient for most people. If
this is the case, individuals’ attention is naturally drawn to fairness aspects of a situation,
including descriptive norm elements related to fairness, and therefore, fairness norms are
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always salient. Individuals relation of fairness-related information in response to openended questions about various HR functions (e.g., discrimination claims, Goldman,
personal communication, 2002) supports this.
Alternatively, it is possible that the experimental situation used in Study 1 made
the descriptive norm salient in all conditions. Recall the descriptive norm manipulation:
Participants were given this manipulation in the beginning of the task and told that the
information might be useful. In effect, participants’ attention was focused directly on the
descriptive norm information, making it salient for each participant regardless of which
descriptive norm condition the participant received.
Regardless of whether fairness is normally salient or the experimental task made
it salient in all conditions, both explanations result in the same situation. Participants
viewed the fairness (non-salient) condition as salient and because it contained five fair
process descriptions, it was viewed as fairer than what is termed the fairness salient
condition, which contained four fair process descriptions and the one egregiously unfair
process description. This explanation is congruent with the means produced for the
significant Completion Time (accuracy) main effect.
Participants in the fairness non-salient condition behaved slightly, but not
significantly, more fair than did participants in the fairness salient condition. Assuming
that all conditions are salient, this is the pattern that would be expected based on the
descriptive norm portrayed. Following from norm salience theory, it is only when a norm
is not salient and the one, egregious exception makes the norm salient that individuals
conform to the norm to an even greater extent.
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Individuals receiving a descriptive norm of fairness behaved differently than did
individuals in the unfair descriptive norm condition. As Figure 2.2 shows, individuals in
this latter condition tended not to access completion time scores. Results supported the
hypothesis with respect to the unfairness condition.
Conclusion
The purpose of Study 1 was to assess the impact of the descriptive norm element
on individuals’ self-reported fairness and actual fairness behaviors. More specifically,
this study focused on testing norm salience theory in a fairness context. It was predicted
that individuals faced with a descriptive norm that was fair but not salient would behave
fairly. Individuals faced with the same descriptive norm made salient by a contradictory
piece of evidence (i.e., the one egregious unfair process) would behave even more fairly
than those in the former condition. This is because the norm, when salient, was expected
to have a greater impact than the same norm when not salient. Finally, when faced with a
descriptive norm that was unfair and not salient, individuals were expected to behave
more unfairly than participants in either of the fairness conditions. Results partially
support this prediction.
The main effect found for the behavioral accuracy measure Completion Time
shows a pattern that suggests differences between how individuals given descriptive
fairness and unfairness norms behave: Individuals receiving fairness norms behave more
fairly than those receiving unfairness norms. However, the salience manipulation did not
produce the expected pattern. Several explanations, including that fairness is usually a
salient situational characteristic or that the experimental framework made all fairness
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information salient, may explain why no significant difference was obtained between
salient and non-salient fairness conditions and why the means for these two conditions
were not even in the expected direction.
Unlike these partially supportive findings for behavioral fairness measures, selfperceptions of fairness were not significantly influenced by the descriptive norm
manipulation. Of the two possible predictions given, participants’ responses reflect the
hypothesis related to the self-serving bias: Participants in all conditions perceived
themselves as behaving fairly. Further, the high means of these self-perception measures
show participants all felt that they behaved very fairly. The idea that individuals perceive
their own behavior as fair, regardless of whether their actual behavior is fair according to
accepted fairness rules, is intriguing and deservers further attention. Is it that some
individuals hold different personal guidelines (something Cialdini & Trost, 1998, term
personal norms) about what fairness is and that these individuals’ behavior meets
personal fairness guidelines, but not accepted fairness rules? Alternatively, do individuals
classify their own unfair behavior as fair even though this behavior is not congruent with
their personal guidelines about what is fair and, if they do so, why do they do so? Might
individuals do this in an effort to maintain their self-image? This suggests that person
fairness guidelines are relatively mutable and are very situationally dependent. One
implication of research supporting this explanation is that fairness researchers should take
care to account for personal guidelines and the situation in addition to fairness rules.
A secondary purpose of Study 1 was the exploratory investigation of the
relationship between self-perception and behavioral measures of fairness. Correlations
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show several things. Correlations among self-perception measures are moderate to high.
These correlations provide support for the possible existence of an overall justice factor
that subsumes justice aspects. Whereas such an overall factor is not typically considered
by justice researchers, previous research does suggest the possibility of such a factor
(Cropanzano, Schminke, & Paddock, 2005). The correlations among behavioral measures
range from low to moderate. In comparison to the self-perception measures, correlations
among behavioral measures do not suggest the possibility of method variance to the same
degree. It is likely that this is at least partially due to the fact that unlike the much-studied
self-perception measures, behavioral measures of fairness are relatively new, unrefined
measures. Finally, correlations among the self-perception and behavioral measures of the
same procedural fairness aspect (e.g., voice, consistency, accuracy) are nonexistant to
moderate. Ideally, these correlations between two method measures of the same trait
would be higher. Together, these results suggest that fairness measures may be impacted
by common method variance (i.e., the self-report often used); however, until behavioral
measures are further refined, this conclusion is only tentative. Correlational findings also
suggest a need for closer study of fairness behaviors and not only perceptions.
An important limitation should be noted. It is possible that the framework used in
the current dissertation does not sufficiently allow for the manipulation of salience.
Whereas this hinders the ability to interpret current findings with respect to norm salience
theory, the framework does allow for the investigation of the influence of descriptive
fairness norms on fairness self-perceptions and behaviors. Therefore, future research
focusing specifically on whether specific descriptive norm conditions are salient or not
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should explore alternative experimental frameworks. However, for norms research in
which the salience of descriptive norms conditions is similar (i.e., all salient), the current
framework provides one possible way to investigate such norms.
Despite this, the current study provides a foundation for future research on
elements of social norms and how these influence individuals’ fairness-related selfperceptions and behavior. One apparent avenue for additional research in this area relates
to the second aspect of norms, injunctive norm elements, in addition to descriptive norm
elements. It is an investigation of both norm elements that I turn to in Study 2 reported in
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
THE IMPACT OF “SHOULD”:
INJUNCTIVE AND DESCRIPTIVE NORM ELEMENTS AND PROCEDURALLY
FAIR BEHAVIORS
Recall the quotation from Allen’s (1982) work introduced in a previous chapter.
A section of it reads “people believe that there should be a positive relation between
effort and reward” (italics added, p. 187-188). By focusing on this section and “should”
specifically, this quotation also points out the importance of injunctive norm elements.
Injunctive norms are defined as what others believe individuals should be doing (Cialdini
& Trost, 1998).
What happens in social situations where the “should” of an injunctive norm
element exists, as Allen suggests is the case with equitable distribution? How important is
the injunctive norm element, especially when the descriptive norm element is also
present? Recall that research by Cialdini, Reno, and Kalgren (1990) predicts that when
faced with descriptive norms individuals alter their behavior in a manner consistent with
the norm, especially if that norm is currently more salient. Study 1 supports this to an
extent in a fairness context: When faced with fairness descriptive norms, participants
behaved more accurately than when faced with an unfairness norm. Additional work by
Cialdini and colleagues (ref. Reno et al., 1993) focuses more closely on the relationship
between descriptive and injunctive norms.
Theoretically, injunctive norms are expected to do several things. First, injunctive
norms may shift individuals’ attention from the possibly antisocial descriptive norm (e.g.,
everyone actually littering) if the injunctive norm is counter to the descriptive norm.
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Second, injunctive norms, according to Cialdini and colleagues (Reno et al., 1993), focus
individuals’ attention on social approval or disapproval of an action.
Work by Reno et al. (1993) investigates the differential impact of descriptive and
injunctive elements of norms, and finds that injunctive norms influence individuals’
behavior regardless of the descriptive norm (i.e., whether the environment is pro-littering
or anti-littering). Results suggest that making injunctive norms salient can lead
individuals to act in a more socially desirable manner, even when other individuals are
actually acting in a socially undesirable manner.
The current experiment was designed to investigate this founded relationship
between descriptive and injunctive norms within the context of fairness. The descriptive
norm was again operationalized by giving participants others’ accounts of how they had
decided to allocate money. However, based on Study 1 findings which showed no
difference between salient and non-salient fairness descriptive norm conditions, these two
conditions were collapsed. Two descriptive norm conditions resulted: fair and unfair. For
reasons reviewed in Chapter 2, both of these conditions were considered to be salient.
Based on previous research on social norms (e.g., Cialdini & Trost, 1998) and findings
from Study 1, individuals in the fair descriptive norm condition were expected to behave
more fairly than individuals in the unfair descriptive norm condition.
Unlike previous social norms research, the current study was not designed to look
at the presence or absence of an injunctive norm when descriptive norms exist, but
instead to look at the impact of the injunctive norm depending on whom it came from.
Does the source of the approval (or disapproval) matter? Common sense certainly
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suggests that it does: An employee usually fears a manager’s disapproval more than a
coworker’s disapproval.
Fairness research also relates to the differential impact of others’ approval. One of
the most related examples of this is Lind and Tyler’s (1988) work on fairness heuristic
theory. Fairness heuristic theory suggests that individuals use fair treatment as a heuristic
to assess their standing within an organization. In assessing their standing, individuals
pay special attention to how their manager treats them because their manager is seen as
an official representative of the organization more so than other employees. Because
individuals want to fit in within an in-group (e.g., their organization), fair treatment from
important others is desirable.
Not only do managers’ and fellow employees’ treatment of an individual matter,
but the extent to which these groups of individuals encourage fair treatment of all
individuals matters. For this reason what these others approve of in terms of fair
behavior, in turn, should influence individuals’ fair treatment of others. Therefore, if what
the manager thinks is most important because it best shows an individual’s standing in
the organization, the way a manager believes individuals should behave should carry
more weight than the way a peer at work believes individuals should behave. Finally,
what if the individual that injunctive information is received from is not named, and is
instead just “a person.” Because this person does not help an individual assess his or her
own standing within an in-group (and may possibly even be in an out-group), it is likely
that an injunctive norm will not carry much weight from this individual. This results in
the second prediction made in the current study: Individuals receiving an injunctive
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fairness norm from a manager will behave more fairly than individuals receiving an
injunctive fairness norm from a peer, and they will, in turn, behave more fairly than
individuals receiving an injunctive norm from a more generic source (a person).
To investigate whether who gives the injunctive norms matters, three conditions
of the injunctive norm were used: It was given by “a manager,” “a fellow student,” or “a
person,” all of whom were said to be familiar with the task. Again, this individual
provided a written statement about how the money should be allocated (showing approval
for fair allocation of the money as defined by procedural fairness rules).
Method
Participants
Study 2, like Study 1, was a computerized laboratory experiment. 130 (77 men
and 53 women) undergraduate business students served as participants. A breakdown of
students’ ethnicities for those students reporting ethnicity (n = 129) showed students in
Study 2 to be generally similar in ethnic makeup to those in Study 1: African American
(2.3%), Hispanic/ Latino (8.5%), White/ Non-Hispanic (65.9%), Asian American/ Pacific
Islander (15.5%), Native American (.8%), and “Other” (7.0%, Asian, African, and
Middle Eastern written in). Similarly, Study 2 participants were approximately the same
age as Study 1 participants (modal age = 21, range = 18 to 58), and most Study 2
participants were full time students (n = 129). Participants received varying amounts of
extra-credit for their business courses in return for their participation, and most students
were business ethics students; however, approximately 15% of students in Study 2 were
from other introductory or mid-level business courses.
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The same additional demographic information collected for Study 1 was collected
for Study 2, including additional work-related demographics and items concerning
students’ familiarity with in-box tasks. Again, most students had part-time work
experience (73.1%, range = 0 to 10 years) and summer work experience (57.7%, range =
0 to 13 summers), but again fewer than half of participants had full time work experience
(28.5%, range = 0 to 20 years).
The same questions used in Study 1 to assess participants’ familiarity with in-box
tasks were asked. Slightly fewer participants (17.1%) indicated they had completed an inbox task as an employee or potential employee than indicated the same information in
Study 1. Participants in Study 2 also were slightly less familiar with in-box tasks than
participants in Study 1, but still indicated they were moderately familiar with such tasks
(M = 3.15, SD = 1.57). Finally, four questions asked participants about their familiarity
with performance appraisal situations in general. Most participants indicated that they
had received a performance appraisal (59.8%), with the number of performance
appraisals students reported receiving ranging from zero to 16. Fewer participants
indicated that they had given performance appraisals (25%), with the number of
performance appraisals that students reported giving ranging from zero to 40.
Procedure
Procedurally, participants viewed the same computer program described in Study
1, including an initial screen, the descriptive norm condition, and four allocation screens.
The allocation screens contained the same information as presented to Study 1
participants. Based on Study 1 results showing no differences between salient and non-
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salient fairness descriptive norm conditions, only two of the conditions of the descriptive
norm used in Study 1 were used in Study 2: (non-salient) fair and unfair. The content of
these conditions did not change from that described in Study 1.
Study 2 also differed from Study 1 in that Study 2 participants received an
additional text screen containing the injunctive norm manipulation. This injunctive norm
condition was counterbalanced in presentation order with the descriptive norm condition,
such that half the participants saw the descriptive norm first and half saw the injunctive
norm first. The injunctive norm read:
A person [manager, fellow student] familiar with this allocation task, who was asked to
explain how this money should be allocated, wrote:
[As a manager of college students, As a student at the University of Arizona] I see that
there is clearly a way that this SHOULD be done. Because the task is like a performance
appraisal, you should take into account their accuracy and time. Together these are
efficiency, which matters at work. Also, you should be consistent across people and over
all of the groups, and you should not give more money to any particular group (in this
case more to University of Arizona students or University of Montana students). Finally,
it is always important to listen to what people have to say and to read their notes.
This resulted in a 2 (Descriptive Norms: Fair, Unfair) x 3 (Injunctive Norms: A manager,
A fellow student, A person) between subjects design.
Again, after the allocation screens, students answered a short post-task
survey containing questions about their own perceptions of their allocation
decisions and demographic items.
Measures and Measure Assessment
Dependent measures in this study were the same as those used in Study 1,
including self-perception, behavioral, and trait measures of fairness.
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Self-Perception Measures
As in Study 1, self-perception measures for multiple types of fairness were
created, resulting in measures of consistency, voice, accuracy, distributive justice,
interpersonal fairness and overall fairness. These measures were calculated as described
in Study 1. Scale analysis for each measure showed that item deletion did not
significantly strengthen any measure. The means, standard deviations and reliability
coefficients for these measures are given in Table 3.1.
Behavioral Measures
The same behavioral measures used in Study 1 to assess procedural fairness
aspects were used to assess participants’ behavioral fairness in Study 2, including
accuracy, voice, consistency, and bias. As was done in Study 1, the individual measures
were standardized and were collapsed into factors for three of these: Voice, Correctness
Score, and Completion Time. Consistency Across People, Consistency Over Time, and
Bias were also standardized to make scores more comparable.
Equity Sensitivity Measure
The scale used in Study 1 (King & Miles, 1994) was again used to measure equity
sensitivity. The reliability for this scale in Study 2 (" = .86) was better than typical alphas
for this scale (" = .75) and than the scale reliability obtained in Study 1 (" = .70). Per
King and Miles directions, a composite measure of equity sensitivity was created using
all items and was used as a covariate in subsequent analyses.
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Results and Discussion
Participants’ average procedurally fair behavior was expected to vary, depending
on the norm conditions to which the participant was assigned. Based on previous
findings, it was expected that main effects would be obtained such that participants in the
descriptive norm condition who received the fairness norm would behave more fairly
than participants who received the alternate descriptive fairness norm, the unfairness
norm. Both sets of participants were expected to act more fairly when given information
about the injunctive norm from an authority figure (operationalized as a manager) than
from a peer (operationalized as a fellow student) or from an unnamed individual
(operationalized as a person). No specific predictions were made about whether these
final two conditions would differentially influence participants’ fairness behaviors;
however, it was considered likely that people in the former group would behave more
fairly than those in the latter group. Based on Study 1 findings, supporting the selfserving bias, participants’ self-perceived fairness was not expected to vary with
descriptive or injunctive norm conditions.
Of participants completing survey measures, 112 of the 130 participants produced
usable survey and computerized data. This was the result of multiple factors. Several
students omitted from subsequent analyses showed a complete lack of understanding of
the computerized directions or the post-task items, mainly resulting from poor English
abilities. Additionally, data from some students was lost because of either experimenter
error (n = 1) or a problem with the computer program being used (the computer program
collapsed all participant identification numbers over 1000, making 1011 indistinguishable
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from 1001 and meaning only the last ten participants given subject numbers in the
thousands produced usable data). Only data from the 112 students was used to calculate
manipulation check, self-perception and behavioral results reported next.
Manipulation Checks
The same one-item measure was used to assess participants’ perceptions of the
process statements used to manipulate the descriptive norm: “The five representative
people in this experiment used a fair process to allocate money.” Again, participants’
responses to this item (rated on a 1 = to a small extent, 5 = to a large extent) differed
significantly, depending on the norms condition to which participants were assigned
(F(1,110) = 18.82, p < .001). Participants receiving the fair descriptive norm (M = 3.51,
SD = 1.18) suggested the five representative people used a fairer process than participants
receiving the unfair descriptive norm (M = 2.41, SD = 1.39). This supports the descriptive
norm manipulation.
An additional manipulation check item was used to assess participants’
understanding of the injunctive norm manipulation. Participants were asked to indicate
whether a manager, a student or a person “gave me allocation advice about how I should
allocate money” by selecting one of these three options. Of the 37 participants assigned
to the manager condition, 15 indicated a manager, 12 indicated a fellow student, and 9
indicated a person. Of the 38 participants assigned to the student condition, four indicated
a manager, 10 indicated a student, and 22 indicated a person. Of the 36 participants
assigned to the person condition, 11 indicated a manager, 10 indicated a fellow student,
and 13 students indicated a person.
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Clearly, these results do not appear supportive of the manipulation. One of two
explanations is probable. This item, possibly because it did not identify the screen on
which the injunctive norm information was given, may not have assessed students’ actual
understanding of the injunctive norm manipulation. For example, it is possible students
indicated who they wished would give them advice on what they should do rather than
who gave them advice on what they should do. Alternatively, it is possible that the
manipulation of whom the injunctive norm was from was not of sufficient strength to be
salient to students or salient to students by the end of the experiment when the
manipulation check question was given. Ultimately, this would lessen the chances of
finding significant results.
These manipulation check results are surprising as initial pilot testing using ten
students whose data was subsequently grouped with other Study 2 participants’ data
suggested that this manipulation was clear and that students did understand it. Further,
after completing the experiment and during debriefing, multiple students spoke with the
experimenter about this manipulation specifically. These students did not indicate a lack
of understanding regarding the injunctive norm manipulation.
Because it is not clear exactly what the problem with the injunctive norm
manipulation was and because a problem with the manipulation check itself does not
necessarily indicate that the manipulation did not work, injunctive norm is included as an
independent variable in subsequent analyses.
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Overview of Dependent Measures
The means, standard deviations and intercorrelations of all self-perception,
behavioral, and trait fairness measures are given in Table 3.1.
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TABLE 3.1
Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations of All Fairness Measures.

Self-Perception
1. Voice
2. Accuracy
3. Consistency
4. Distributive justice
5. Interpersonal
fairness
6. Overall fairness
Behavioral
7. Voice
8. Completion time
(accuracy)
9. Correctness score
(accuracy)
10.Consistency
across people
11. Consistency over
time
12. Bias
Trait
13. Equity sensitivity

M

SD

1.

2.

3.

4.

2.74
3.92
3.93
3.83

1.02
1.20
1.23
1.07

3.76

(.77)
.46**
.40**
.46**

(.77)
.70**
.73**

(.81)
.65**

(.72)

1.15

.48**

.63**

.60**

.72**

(.87)

4.00

1.14

.51**

.78**

.65**

.77**

.72**

(.84)

0

.99

.11

.06

.04

.10

.03

.16

0

.95

-.08

.16

.18

.05

.02

.15

0

.85

-.19*

.02

.12

.05

.05

.00

0

1

-.05

.17

.12

.19

.23*

.17

0

1

-.06

-.18

-.16

-.07

-.09

-.10

0

1

.09

.06

.10

.15

.02

.01

5.00

1.73

.38**

.52**

.47**

.59**

.52**

.48**

Note: Values along diagonal represent internal consistency estimates.
tailed), ** = p < 0.001 (2-tailed)

*

5.

6.

= p < 0.01 (2-
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TABLE 3.1, cont.
Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations of All Fairness Measures
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Self-Perception
1. Voice
2. Accuracy
3. Consistency
4. Distributive justice
5. Interpersonal fairness
6. Overall fairness
Behavioral
7. Voice
8. Completion time
(accuracy)
9. Correctness score
(accuracy)
10.Consistency across
people
11. Consistency over
time
12. Bias
Trait
13. Equity sensitivity

(.97)
.48**

(.81)

.26**

.39**

(.94)

.03

.13

.31**

---

.02

-.16

-.07

.13

---

-.15

-.07

-.02

-.01

-.04

---

-.02

-.13

.02

.05

.04

.11

(.86)
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Self-Perception Measures
Means for self-perception measures were very similar to those obtained in Study
1, with individuals perceiving themselves as being fair. Again, the mean for voice (M =
2.74) was about a point lower than other self-perception means.
Correlations are mostly moderate, ranging from r = .40 to .78. The lowest
correlations obtained involve Voice and are between Voice and Consistency and Voice
and Distributive Justice. These correlational findings among self-perception measures are
highly similar to those obtained in Study 1.
Behavioral Measures
Significantly correlated behavioral measures showed moderate correlations,
ranging from r = .26 to .48. These correlations, although also moderate, are lower than
those obtained for self-report measures. This was also the case in Study 1. Further, fewer
behavioral measures are significantly correlated than are self-perception measures.
Compared to Study 1, fewer correlations among behavioral measures were significant in
Study 2. This is mostly because two measures, Consistency Over Time and Bias, are not
significantly related to each other and Consistency Across People in Study 2 but are in
Study 1. A second difference between Studies 1 and 2 is that none of the correlations
among behavioral measures obtained in Study 2 were negative. In Study 1, Consistency
Over Time was negatively related to Completion Time.
Relationships Between Self-Perception and Behavioral Measures of Procedural Aspects
Correlations between procedural aspects measured as self-perceptions and behaviors are
all nonsignificant in Study 2. Of all correlational findings, the lack of significant
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relationships between self-perception and behavioral measures is the largest difference
between Studies 1 and 2. Results of Study 1 suggest some, but limited, convergence;
however, Study 2 results suggest no convergence.
Norm Elements and Self-Perception Measures
To assess the impact of the norms variables on these self-report measures of fair
behavior ANCOVAs were run, which included all self-perception dependent variables:
Voice, Accuracy, Consistency, Distributive Justice, Interpersonal Fairness, and Overall
Fairness. Independent variables included the descriptive norm manipulation (fairness or
unfairness) and the injunctive norm manipulation (whether the norm originated from a
manager, student, or person). Again, equity sensitivity was used as a covariate in these
analyses.
Neither the main effects nor the interaction between norm elements approached
significance for any self-perception dependent variable. It is, however, evident that equity
sensitivity was highly related to all self-perception variables. Table 3.2 contains the
results of these analyses.
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TABLE 3.2
Results for Self-Perception and Behavioral Measures
Source
Self-Perception ANCOVAs
Voice
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Accuracy
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Accuracy
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Distributive Justice
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Interpersonal Fairness
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Overall Fairness
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity

df

F

!2

p

2
1
2
1

.03
1.17
1.41
18.42

.00
.01
.03
.15

.97
.28
.25
.00

2
1
2
1

.65
1.61
.97
37.74

.01
.02
.02
.27

.53
.21
.38
.00

2
1
2
1

.26
1.83
1.04
28.90

.01
.02
.02
.23

.77
.18
.36
.00

2
1
2
1

.49
.09
.56
50.62

.01
.00
.01
.33

.62
.76
.57
.00

2
1
2
1

.86
1.40
.54
37.29

.02
.01
.01
.27

.42
.24
.58
.00

2
1
2
1

.69
1.13
1.01
31.48

.01
.01
.02
.23

.51
.29
.37
.00
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TABLE 3.2, cont.
Results for Self-Perception and Behavioral Measures
Source
Behavioral ANCOVAs
Voice
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Correctness Score (accuracy)
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Completion Time (accuracy)
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Consistency Across People
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Consistency Over Time
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity
Bias
Injunctive Norm
Descriptive Norm
Descriptive x Injunctive Norms
Equity Sensitivity

df

F

!2

p

2
1
2
1

1.31
.00
.67
.05

.03
.00
.01
.00

.27
.99
.52
.83

2
1
2
1

.50
.47
.41
.11

.01
.01
.01
.00

.61
.49
.67
.74

2
1
2
1

.42
1.65
3.64
1.14

.01
.02
.07
.01

.66
.20
.03
.29

2
1
2
1

.79
.91
.08
1.23

.02
.01
.00
.01

.46
.34
.92
.27

2
1
2
1

1.07
4.03
.02
.06

.02
.04
.00
.00

.35
.05
.98
.81

2
1
2
1

.78
1.87
1.26
3.21

.02
.02
.03
.04

.46
.18
.29
.08
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Norm Elements and Behavioral Measures
Behavioral procedural fairness measures, including measures of participants’
voice, accuracy, consistency, and lack of bias, were also assessed. As with the selfperception measures, ANCOVAs were run on all behavioral dependent variables. All
results are reported in Table 3.2.
No significant results were obtained for Voice, Correctness Score (accuracy),
Consistency Across People, or Bias.
A significant main effect for descriptive norm was found for Consistency Over
Time, F(1,89) = 4.03, p < .05, !2 = .04. Individuals who read that others were behaving
fairly were more consistent over time (M = .46) than individuals who read that others
were behaving unfairly (M = .07). All other effects were nonsignificant for Consistency
Over Time.
Finally, the ANCOVA run on Completion Time, the second accuracy score,
produced a significant interaction, F(2,104) = 3.13, p < .05, !2 = .07. Participants who
received injunctive norm information from another person and who were in the fairness
descriptive norm condition (M = -.50) clicked on the completion time scores fewer times
than did participants in the same injunctive norm condition who were in the unfairness
norm condition (M = .24). This pattern was similar for individuals who received the
injunctive norm condition from a fellow student: Those in the fairness descriptive norm
condition (M = -.12) clicked on the completion time scores less often than did those in the
unfairness descriptive norm condition (M = .27). However, participants who received the
injunctive norm from a manager familiar with the in-box task responded differently than
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these two groups, with participants who received the fairness descriptive norm (M = .19)
clicking on completion time scores more frequently than participants that received the
unfairness descriptive norm (M = -.23). This interaction is portrayed in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1. Overall Times Study 2 Participants Clicked on Completion Time Scores.

Elicitation of Completion Time Scores

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4

Manager

Student

Person

-0.6
Fair

-0.8

Unfair

-1
Injunctive Norm Condition

Clearly, results portrayed in Figure 3.1 are contrary to expected results: It was expected
that participants receiving the fairness descriptive norm condition would behave more
fairly than participants receiving the unfairness descriptive norm condition in all
injunctive norm conditions. However, results indicate that this pattern only held when
participants received the injunctive norm from a manager. In contrast to expected results,
when the injunctive norm was given by a student or a person, participants behaved less
fairly when given a descriptive norm condition of fairness than of unfairness.
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Conclusion
In summary, the study presented in Chapter 3 offers the first known investigation
of the relationship between descriptive and injunctive norm elements as they relate to
procedural fairness. Predictions for the descriptive norm element manipulation was
similar to that made in Study 1: individuals in the fairness norm condition were expected
to behave more fairly than participants in the unfairness norm condition. With respect to
the injunctive norm, individuals told they should behave fairly by a manager were
expected to behave more fairly than individuals receiving the same information from a
fellow student or a person. No specific predictions were made concerning whether
individuals in one of these final two conditions would behave more fairly than in the
other condition.
The main effect obtained for Consistency Over Time supports the descriptive
norm prediction. However, no self-perception measures and no other behavioral measures
provided support for this prediction. Therefore, unlike Study 1, the accuracy measure
Completion Time did not significantly differ between descriptive norm conditions. No
significant findings were obtained in support of the second main effect prediction related
to injunctive norm delivery.
In addition to the main effect obtained that supports the descriptive norm
prediction, a significant interaction was obtained for the accuracy measure Completion
Time, which is of interest. As expected individuals behaved more fairly, at least in terms
of their accuracy, when they understood others to be acting fairly and when told they
should also act fairly by a manager. In contrast, when (ostensibly) faced with others
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acting less fairly and a manager asking them to act fairly, participants acted less fairly.
This is congruent with main effect predictions. However, a pattern opposite that predicted
resulted in conditions in which participants were told to act fairly by a student or a
person. In these conditions, those in the unfair descriptive condition acted more fairly
than in the fair descriptive condition.
The similarity in the pattern obtained in these two injunctive norm conditions may
result from students’ assumption that, devoid of information about who the person is, a
person is like themselves, a student. So, why did participants who received information
about what they should do from a similar other act unfairly when others were acting
fairly and fairly when others were acting unfairly? One explanation is that individuals
told what they should do by someone without positional power (e.g., someone whose
treatment of others confers group standing) not only do not feel obligated to follow that
advice, but may intentionally contradict it. Behaving fairly takes time and effort. Without
the possible social rewards offered by the individual providing the injunctive norm and
faced with information that highlights the fact that they must decide how to act, it is
possible that individuals behaved in what may be considered an economically rational
fashion: When others were behaving fairly, they took the opportunity to save time and
effort and behaved unfairly themselves. However, this explanation does not help to
explain why individuals given a descriptive norm condition of unfairness and injunctive
norm information from a student or person chose to behave fairly themselves. Clearly,
the obtained results pattern needs to be replicated before theoretical refinements are
made.
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Study 2 results partially support the conclusion that both how others are actually
behaving and who tells a person how they should behave matter. Because of noted
limitations that Study 1 shares with Study 2 and the exploratory nature of some of this
research, further research is required on how descriptive and injunctive norm elements of
fairness influence fairness behaviors. The current study, along with Study 1, provides a
foundation for such research.
Results of Study 2 also call into question Study 1 results concerning the
relationship between self-perception and behavioral measures of procedural aspects.
Whereas Study 1 results were partially supportive of the multi-method measurement of
these measures, no significant correlations were obtained between different measures of
the same procedural aspect. This discrepancy calls for future research on the relationship
between multiple measurement methods and justice aspects.
Together, primary and secondary findings of Study 2 provide two avenues for
future theoretical and empirical research: one related to norm elements and fairness and
the second related to the relationship between method of measurement and justice aspect.
This future research is discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
The primary purpose of this dissertation was to offer an initial investigation into
the relationship between social norms and fairness behaviors. As Chapter 1 explains,
while the term fairness norms exists, the application of social norms to fairness-related
behaviors is a new area, wide open both theoretically and empirically. By building on
previous empirical research on social norms, I conducted original investigations into the
influence of descriptive and injunctive norm elements on individuals’ self-reports of their
fairness behaviors and their actual fairness behaviors. Together Studies 1 and 2 address
questions related to how norms influence individuals’ self-perceptions of fairness and
their fairness behaviors.
To investigate descriptive norms in Chapter 2 (Study 1), I used a laboratory-based
task to empirically assess this norm element in relation to fairness and within the larger
theoretical context of norm salience theory. Results suggest that procedural behavior (as
accuracy) is influenced by descriptive norm elements; however, this study does not make
clear the importance of norm salience. No significant differences were obtained between
intended salient and non-salient fairness conditions, for which several possible
explanations are offered in Chapter 2. A secondary focus of Study 1 on the relationship
between self-perception and behavioral measures of procedural fairness aspects shows
some support for multi-method measurement of these measures. However, the selfperception measures show common method variance, which is considerably stronger than
the single trait covariance.
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Study 2 in Chapter 3, included both descriptive and injunctive norm elements.
Based on Study 1 findings related to salience, the descriptive norm investigated in Study
2 contained only two levels. The prediction that individuals given a fairness descriptive
norm would behave more fairly than individuals given an unfairness descriptive norm
allowed for replication of Study 1 findings. The influence of descriptive norms on
fairness behaviors was only partially replicated in Study 2, and the behavioral measure
that showed the expected main effect (Consistency Over Time) differed from the
behavioral measure that produced this effect in Study 1 (Completion Time – accuracy).
Additionally, one condition of the injunctive norm showed the expected pattern for
descriptive norms: that obtained for “a manager.”
In addition to investigating the influence of descriptive norms, the injunctive
norm element was also assessed. More specifically, who offered the injunctive fairness
norm was manipulated. Theoretically, it seems evident that from whom injunctive norms
come is important: Study 2 provides partial support for the prediction that who delivers
the normative message of “should” does matter. Significant results were obtained for
only one behavioral accuracy measure, and the obtained effects were not the simple main
effect predicted. Instead, the interaction presented in Chapter 3 was obtained. As
reviewed, individuals given an injunctive norm by a manager produced the expected
pattern: they behaved fairly in the descriptive fairness norm condition and unfairly in the
descriptive unfairness norm condition. However, participants given the injunctive norm
by either a student or a person did not show this expected pattern. Instead, participants
told how they should behave by a student or person and who had a descriptive fairness
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norm behaved less fairly than individuals who received the same injunctive norm and had
a descriptive unfairness norm.
Predictions for behavioral results and obtained behavioral results for the
interaction obtained in Study 2 and how it relates to Study 1 are presented together in
Figure 4.1.

Fair Accuracy (Completion Time)
Behavior

Figure 4.1. Predicted Pattern and Obtained Interaction Pattern for Behavioral Accuracy
Findings in Study 2 and Related Study 1 Results.

0.4

Fair

0.3

Unfair

0.2
0.1
0
-0.1
-0.2

Manager

Student

Person

-0.3
-0.4

Injunctive Norm Condition
Expected Results

None
(Study 1)

Fair Accuracy (Completion Time)
Behavior
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As is evident in Figure 4.1, the expected pattern was not produced. As described
in Chapter 3, the two conditions that are not congruent with predictions are injunctive
norm conditions in which the “should” message is delivered by a student or person.
Chapter 3 offers one possible explanation for these surprising findings. When given
advice about what they should do from an individual without positional power, it is
possible that individuals act in an economically rational fashion: They conserve their time
and effort, which they would spend if they behaved fairly, because any potential reward
for behaving fairly is not obvious to them.
In addition to Study 2 findings, relevant descriptive norm conditions (fairnonsalient and unfair) from Study 1 are plotted in Figure 4.1 as well. In effect, because
there was no injunctive norm given in these conditions, these conditions provide a
baseline condition. Comparison of findings from Study 1 and “manager” injunctive norm
condition findings suggest that individuals given a fairness injunctive norm by a manager
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act approximately as fairly as those given no injunctive norm. In contrast, when faced
with a descriptive norm of unfairness and given an injunctive norm by a manager,
participants acted slightly more fairly than when faced with the same descriptive norm
and no injunctive norm information. These findings suggest that injunctive norm
information does influence individuals’ behavior; however, to understand whether it does
so more when unfairness descriptive norms exist than when fairness norms exist, further
research is required.
Interestingly, across both Studies 1 and 2 individuals self-perceived fairness was
not significantly influenced by norms. This supports the second of the two predictions
regarding possible self-perception findings. Instead of providing support for the first
possible self-perception prediction, that the main effects for descriptive and injunctive
norms obtained for behavioral measures also would result for self-perception measures,
results support the second prediction, that individuals’ self-perceived fairness was not
influenced by norms. Whereas this finding deserves further investigation in the context of
norms, it highlights a more important line of research: differences between selfperception and behavioral measures of fairness.
In addition to norm-related results, the relationship between self-perception and
behavioral measures was also assessed in Study 2. Unlike Study 1 where these measures
partially supported multi-method measurement of the same procedural fairness aspects,
Study 2 findings do not show a significant relationship between different measurement
methods of the same construct. As Chapter 3 concludes, this difference between studies
that used the same set of measurements and very similar experimental designs is
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intriguing. More importantly, these findings call attention to an interesting avenue for
future fairness research: measurement issues associated with fairness, and more
specifically, the application of a multi-method approach to the measurement of justice (or
fairness).
Limitations
Whereas findings are partially supportive of predictions made and offer multiple
interesting avenues for future research, they are limited in several ways. Most of these
limitations relate to the generalizability of results and stem from the laboratory context
used, the clear-cut nature of the norm manipulations, and the reliabilities of several
measures.
Both Study 1 and Study 2 were laboratory-based experiments containing betweensubjects designs which limit the generalizability of findings to an extent. Because of the
greater experimental control offered in this setting, laboratory experiments are often
preferable for initial investigations of complex social relationships. The framework used
for the current experiments is certainly one possible way in which fairness norms can be
assessed; however, it is likely that there are more optimal ways to investigate the impact
of these norms, especially the impact within a business environment. Specifically, quasiexperimental methods similar to those used in field experiments of social norms related
to littering or recycling would produce results within a more realistic context. Such
results would be more generalizable to the everyday business world. In addition to quasiexperimental methods, using data investigation techniques such as social networking to
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assess a construct related to fairness norms, justice climate, would help researchers better
understand fairness norms.
One important aspect of the suggested quasi-experimental and social networking
approaches to fairness norms research is that it allows for a focus on social norms that are
not as evident. The framework used for the current experiments was based on
performance-based pay allocation, a situation that other researchers have often used
because it has reasonably clear fairness norms (i.e., distribute pay based on equity and
using a fair process). However, for other tasks norms are more ambiguous. For example,
it is less clear how much information an employee should be given when being laid off. It
is also less clear what best fairness practice is when giving a negative performance
review. It is possible that in such situations the greater ambiguity leads individuals to rely
on norms more heavily. This possibility is supported by Cialdini’s use of descriptive
norms as a heuristic that individuals turn to, especially in situations in which they are
uncertain.
Aside from the laboratory-related limitations of the current methodology, results
obtained also make clear several other limitations in the current research. Some scales
presented here fail to meet the " =.80 criterion suggested for research on a founded topic
(Nunnally & Burnstein, 1994). Ideally all scales would meet this threshold.
More importantly, the failed manipulation check question for the injunctive
fairness norm manipulation in conjunction with the lack of significant results for this
measure call into question the effectiveness of the injunctive norm manipulation. As
stated in Chapter 3, prior to making theoretical refinements based on this finding,
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replication of the effect should be obtained. This future research should also include a
more specific manipulation check question for the injunctive norm to rule out the
possibility that the problem is with the manipulation check question itself rather than with
the manipulation. If it is evident that the manipulation itself lacks strength this should be
corrected in future research. For example, participants might be asked to write about how
they are associated with the manager/student/person giving the injunctive norm in an
open-ended format before proceeding to the decision allocation task.
Despite these methodological and results-related limitations, the experiments
reported in this dissertation extend existing research in several ways. These experiments
focus specifically on the relationship between social norms and fairness. Norms are
mentioned in passing in fairness research; however, this is some of the first research to
focus primarily on these concepts. In doing so, these experiments extend existing
research on social norms to include norms with greater immediate moral ramifications:
Whereas some individuals may consider littering or recycling to have a moral component
(e.g., it is the right of our children to inherit a clean earth), the moral ramifications of
treating someone fairly seem more apparent. Additionally, the current experiments meet
Folger & Skarlicki’s (2001) call for more research on social antecedents of fair behavior.
Currently there is a paucity of research in this area. The study of norms as antecedents is
especially important because they, unlike some other situational factors (e.g., legal
constraints) are mutable: organizations can work to alter these norms to encourage
employees’ fairer behavior. Just how fairness norms might be altered is discussed in the
future research section of this chapter.
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Future Research
This dissertation makes evident a number of possible research projects. Multiple
opportunities for research exist, including future work on social norms, at the intersection
of fairness behaviors and social norms, concerning the measurement of organizational
justice/fairness, and in decision making. The opportunities include further research
regarding social norms, the intersection of fairness behaviors and social norms, the
measurement of organization justice/fairness, and decision making. These avenues are
reviewed in the remainder of this chapter.
Future Work on Social Norms
The two experiments conducted provide a starting point for a stream of research
focusing on social norms as antecedents to fairness behaviors and attitudes. I now turn to
future research in this area.
Theoretical Distinctions Between Norm Types
As I alluded to in Chapter 1 Figure 1, the clear distinction made between
descriptive and injunctive norms should be reconsidered. Research on descriptive norms,
or what other individuals actually are doing, focuses to date on norms to which
individuals either do or do not conform. In other words, individuals’ compliance with
these norms is dichotomous in nature and is something that does or does not exist. We
see this in regard to driving on a specific side of the road (the right or the left, depending
on the intended direction). If individuals drive on the “right” side of the road, they are
conforming. If they drive on the “wrong” side of the road, they are violating the norm.
Whereas, one might make an argument that driving down the center of a road is
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somewhere between complying and violating driving norms, our intuition tells us that it
is norm violating behavior. A second example is littering (or alternatively, Cialdini et
al.’s recent work on recycling). To not litter is to conform to the norm, and littering is
norm-violating. There is no difference between littering a large, egregious piece of trash
or a smaller, less egregious piece of trash: Both are littering. I term this argument, that
some norms define behavior only as either norm conforming or violating, as the
dichotomous argument of norm compliance.
It is important to distinguish this dichotomous argument of norm compliance from
the number of individuals that either do or do not conform to the norm. In other words,
individuals may all conform to the norm. Alternatively, individuals may all violate the
norm. Or, some individuals may conform, and some may violate the norm. This is termed
by Cialdini and colleagues (ref. Cialdini and Trost, 1998) the descriptive norm.
Regardless of the number of individuals conforming to and violating the norm, their
behavior does not directly indicate whether any behavior aside from norm-conforming
behavior is necessarily norm-violating behavior.
However, not all descriptive norms are dichotomous; instead, many exist on a
continuum. Even with office attire, it is seldom the case that individuals conforming to
workplace norms supporting formal business attire wear black suits and ties and those
breaking these same workplace norms wear sweat suits. Instead, the deviation from
formal business attire is likely to exist on a continuum: maybe a bow tie instead of a tie or
a navy blazer and khakis instead of a suit; or, another step down, a polo shirt rather than a
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dress shirt. Thus, as part of the dichotomous argument of norm compliance, I suggest that
some types of descriptive norms do exist on a continuum.
Now, suppose a formal business attire norm exists. By not wearing business attire
these individuals are violating this norm. However, such continuous cases of norm
violation are not as clear as dichotomous cases of norm violation. Unlike littering, where
either there is or is not littering, there are gradations to dress code violations.
To review, I suggested that some types of descriptive norms are dichotomous and
some are continuous. Further, I argued that when the descriptive aspect of norms is
continuous, it is harder to point out norm violating behaviors. I suggest that some
aspect(s) of norms will better allow for systematic classification descriptive norm
elements that are continuous or dichotomous. To offer a more complete dichotomous
argument of norm compliance, these types should be theoretically and (eventually)
empirically distinguished.
In addition to the nature of descriptive norms, further focus on the relationship
between norm elements is required if fairness norms are to be fully understood. Defining
norms as either descriptive or injunctive, although very sensible for clear-cut
experimental research (especially that which is laboratory based), does not cleanly map to
real world situations. By using quadrants in Figure 2.1 (shown here again as Figure 4.1
for convenience), I also show that norms are not either descriptive or injunctive, but
instead descriptive and injunctive.
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Figure 4.2. Norms as descriptive and injunctive continuum.

However, the extent to which norms are injunctive varies because the extent to
which individuals are able to identify what others believe they should or should not do
varies. One reason the injunctive should may vary is because individuals have a hard time
deriving the should from the situation. In ideal situations, individuals see a pile of trash
swept together or are told they should allow subordinates voice. However, even
individuals that put forth maximum effort often have a difficult time deriving the should
in most situations, and most individuals certainly are not explicitly told this information.
This and other factors that influence the amount of injunctive information individuals
have deserve research attention.
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In conclusion, theoretical refinement of what constitutes social norms is important
(Cialdini & Trost, 1998). The inconsistencies in defining norms and the usage of this
concept in multiple disciplines belie the need for further work in this area. The previous
sections on the dichotomous argument of norm compliance and injunctive and descriptive
norms leave open important questions about the theoretical underpinnings of social
norms; however, they also lay a foundation for future theoretical work on this topic.
Future Work on the Intersection of Fairness Behaviors and Social Norms
As mentioned, the theoretical discussion of social norms requires further
theoretical and empirical examination. Current results suggest that altering the
experimental laboratory framework is necessary to fully test norm salience theory in
relation to fairness behaviors. I now turn back to two additional, related avenues that are
promising for such research: more fully exploring the theoretical evolution of fairness
norms in organizations and conducting related field work related to fairness-related
norms.
The Evolution of Fairness-related Norms
One aspect of justice climate, largely ignored to date, is how fair or unfair justice
climates evolve. Because of the relationship between fairness climate and fairness-related
norms, focusing on how these climates evolve also speaks to how related norms evolve.
The exact relationship between culture and climate remains an open question; however,
at least some have posited that culture, defined as commonly held understandings about
organizational actions (Louis, 1985), impacts climate, which focuses on members’
perceptions of the way things are (Reichers & Schneider, 1990). Culture, which
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according to Schein (1985) is manifested in norms, values, rituals and climate, produces
both climate and norms.
The organizational change literature offers two types of change, including radical
change and evolutionary change. Radical change involves one or several larger changes,
usually formalized through organization-wide HR events such as mergers and
acquisitions, layoffs, etc. Evolutionary change happens over a long period and typically
consists of smaller, day-to-day changes. Looking back in time over smaller changes, it is
possible to identify evolutionary change.
One of the most widely used models of the evolution of good individualenvironment fit within organizations and of employees’ attitudes is Schneider and
colleagues’ Attraction-Selection-Attrition (ASA) Model. In the ASA Model, Schneider
(1987) suggests that organizational culture emerges from goals articulated by the
organizational founder and that these goals reflect his/her personality. Through the
processes of employee attraction, selection, and retention, organizations evolve to include
certain individuals: “That is, certain types of people are attracted to, and prefer, particular
types of organizations; organizations formally and informally select certain types of
people to join the organization; and attrition occurs when people who do not fit a
particular organization leave” (Schneider et al., 2001). Schneider and colleagues point out
that one result of the ASA Model is that fewer of the remaining employees challenge
organizational norms (ref. Schenider et al., 2001, Table 3.1). This is because individuals
who are more likely to challenge norms never entered the organization or left it.
Organizational culture is then defined by the remaining individuals and is stronger when
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there is good person-environment fit (i.e., when all those individuals who do not fit with
the culture are no longer with the organization). Ultimately, organizations make selection
(and promotion) decisions that “clone” the dominant coalition within the organization.
This work suggests that, through the ASA process, individuals promote the
fairness and unfairness norms set by the founder and that the organizations themselves
evolve to hold these norms. And, these norms, in turn, influence organizational justice
climate (and possibly other facets of climate). If the cultural norm is fair behavior (e.g.,
the founder valued treating individuals with dignity) which will produce a fair climate, as
the organization evolves, this fairness norm should become increasingly entrenched.
However, if the cultural norm is unfair behavior (e.g., the founder focused on the bottomline at the expense of treating employees with dignity), which will produce a climate that
lacks fairness, the ASA model predicts that unfair behaviors will be ingrained because of
the perpetuation of shared values. Therefore, if the original culture is fair, the
ramifications for person-environment fit and fair behavior are positive. Alternatively, if
the original organizational culture lacks fairness, good person-environment fit is not so
good after all: It results in unfair treatment of employees.
As the ASA process takes place, it is likely that some employees will not share
the values of the dominant coalition within the organization. At an individual level, there
are two ways that one of these individuals may seek to alter the fairness climate of the
organization: as a whistle-blower, essentially creating radical change as an individual, or
as a tempered radical (Meyerson, 2001, 2003), creating evolutionary change as an
individual.
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In addition to looking at who promotes change when unfair norms exist, how the
change is effected is also important. Recent work on how to influence individuals to act
in norm conforming ways may offer a potential way in which behaving fairly in
organizational contexts can be promoted.
Based on Deviance Regulation Theory (DRT; Blanton & Christie, 2003; Blanton,
Stuart & Van den Eijnden, 2001), which suggests that individuals’ attributes, attitudes
and behaviors that deviate from norms are more central to one’s identity than are
behaviors that conform to norms, Blanton et al. (2001, Study 1) made two predictions.
They predicted that when individuals believe a constructive behavior to be normative,
attempts to influence should highlight the negative consequences met by individuals that
deviate from the norm. Alternatively, if individuals believe a negative behavior to be
normative, the message should highlight the positive characteristics of individuals that
deviate from the norm. Findings supported these predictions and have implications for
fairness research related to norms.
Blanton et al.’s (2001) research suggests that to change employees’ adherence to
unfair behavioral norms, information distributed should focus on the positive
characteristics of those employees that promote fairness at work. However, this assumes
that employees’ see their norm conforming behavior as unfair themselves. This itself
requires investigation before predictions based on Blanton et al. can be made.
Additionally, because Blanton and colleagues’ work focused on students’ intentions to
behave in a certain way rather than their actual behavior, further research should be
conducted for actual behavior and whether influencing employees’ fairness-related
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behaviors follows a pattern similar to intentions as in the case of students’ flu-shotrelated intentions.
Future Investigation of Antecedents to Fairness-related Behaviors
Using the Decision Allocation Task
Whereas one antecedent of fairness-related behaviors was investigated in the
current studies, norms, Gilliland and Schepers (2003) point out multiple other
antecedents that deserve research attention. For some of these other antecedents, it is
possible to adapt the decision allocation task framework used in the current study to
investigate their impact on fairness behaviors and self-perceptions.
In the context of layoffs, Gilliland and Schepers suggest that another
organizational antecedent of importance is whether the workforce affected by the layoffs
is unionized. Unions are important in this context because they often mean that layoff
decisions, procedures, and treatment are more prescribed. By incorporating directions
about how the allocations are made into the decision allocation task, it is possible to
encourage individuals’ to act in a more or less prescribed manner while completing the
task. These directions would differ from the descriptive and injunctive norm information
given in the current studies because these norm manipulations took the form of helpful
information: The directions containing prescribed behavior would tell the participants to
behave in a specific manner.
In discussing different types of change that result in organizational layoffs,
Gilliland and Schepers suggest differences exist in the extent to which organizations must
explain the behavior they use during the layoff. This is another behavioral antecedent that
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can easily be incorporated into the current decision allocation task. The current task asked
participants to write about the process they used; however, participants were not aware
that they would be asked to do this until after they were done with the decision allocation
task. Might participants act differently if they are told they will have to explain their
behavior before they complete the allocation task? It seems likely that participants might
behave differently if they knew they would have to explain their actions. In addition to
manipulating participants’ awareness of the fact that they will have to provide an
explanation, whom the explanation is given to may also be of importance. For example,
after participants have completed the allocation task, they might be asked to explain their
behavior to the experimenter, another group of students, or one of the Phase 1 students
(i.e., the individuals the allocation money is given to). Assessing whether students’
descriptions correspond to their actual behaviors to differing extents depending on which
of these individuals they give the explanation to would also be interesting.
In addition to these organizational antecedents that may constrain fair behavior,
Gilliland and Schepers (2003) also give multiple managerial antecedents. One such
antecedent, manager’s familiarity with layoffs is something that is already incorporated
into the current studies. Questions relating to participants performance appraisal and inbox task experiences get at their experiences with the organizational ideas underlying the
decision allocation task. However, these measures only show that participants are
familiar with the allocation task to an extent. It is likely that participants more familiar
with the decision allocation task would have a better understanding of how to complete
the task, and therefore, the task would require less effort.
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Another antecedent, termed a managerial constraint by Gilliland and Schepers
(2003), is the size of the layoff. The size of the task also was important in the decision
allocation task. When originally piloted with eight allocation screens, participants were
unable to finish in the time that they were given and the task was altered to include only
four screens. However, if the task was kept at eight screens (i.e., the task was made
larger) and participants were given no more time than they were given for four screens,
time constraints might result in more unfair participant behavior. Basing this time-related
manipulation on the judgment and decision making literature on time pressure would
further theoretically ground this behavioral antecedent of fairness perceptions.
To summarize, the allocation decision task created for the current studies can also
be modified and used to measure the impact of other identified antecedents, including the
extent to which behavior is prescribed, whether individuals must give an explanation for
their behavior, individuals’ familiarity effects specific to the allocation task, and task
size/time constraints. This would allow for a more programmatic assessment of the
antecedents of fairness behaviors.
Future Work on the Measurement of Organizational Justice/Fairness
The pre-test for the stimulus materials used in the descriptive norm manipulation,
which included the five fair or unfair events, also will be useful in future research on the
measurement of organizational fairness. When the pre-test ratings of the ten process
explanations were collected from students, students’ rankings of each of the ten processes
described were also collected. Using a framework previously used in psychology (ref. A.
Rapoport’s early work), one can assess whether individuals’ rankings violate the
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transitivity principle. This is one way in which the consistency of individuals’ fairness
perceptions can be assessed.
More importantly, however, most fairness perceptions are measured in such a way
that they do not answer an important question: Fair compared to what? By asking
individuals to rate the extent to which an indirect fairness measure occurred (e.g.,
individuals were treated with dignity and respect), fairness researchers do not assess how
individuals arrive at these fairness judgments. Having individuals rank fairness situations
(events, etc.) one against another will provide individuals with a reference point against
which they will make a fairness judgment. In effect, they will answer the question “Is A
fairer than B?” By comparing individuals’ rankings based on this method and their
ratings obtained from traditionally used fairness scales (e.g., Colquitt, 2001), Future
research may provide initial evidence about the effect of the reference point used to
measure fairness.
If rankings look like ratings, it is possible that individuals rely on an internal
reference point when making fairness judgments. This may mean that additional
situation-specific information is less influential and that fairness judgments are more
consistent over time because of the internal reference point used. In contrast, if
individuals rely heavily on the external reference point given to them using the ranking
method, one interpretation of study findings is that commonly used justice scales would
produce more meaningful data if they provided a comparison or reference point.
Unfortunately, it is likely that this latter conclusion would make justice research more
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time intensive and research, especially field research, more difficult; however, if it makes
justice findings more interpretable and generalizable it certainly would be worthwhile.
Future Work on Decision Making
Although not emphasized in discussing the methodology used in the current
dissertation, behavioral measures for Studies 1 and 2 were obtained using a decision
making technique termed process tracing. Previous work (Gilliland & Schmitt, 1993)
calls for a comparison of process tracing with another widely used decision analytic
technique, policy capturing, for which the current study also allows. Following, process
tracing and policy capturing are defined and discussed in relation to the current data and
the comparison paper planned using the datasets included in this dissertation is briefly
discussed.
Process Tracing
Process tracing focuses on information assessment during the process of decision
making (Payne, 1976), and using individuals’ behaviors to infer their decision strategy.
As Gilliland and Schmitt (1993) note, whereas participants in process tracing studies are
often asked to make a decision, it is the process that they use to do so that is really of
interest in process tracing studies.
Computer monitoring, the specific type of process tracing used here, is a system
of process tracing in which the pattern and timing of participants’ decisions are recorded
via the computer. Whereas the computer program used for the current studies was
programmed in Visual Basic language, it is visually similar to and collects much of the
information that commonly used computerized monitoring software collects. For
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example, MouseTrace (Jasper & Shapiro, 2001), an updated Windows version of
MouseLab (Johnson, Payne, Schkade, & Bettman, 1991, ref. Jasper & Shapiro, 2001 to
read about) that is easier to use, portrays information using a matrix (alternative x
attribute) of hidden attributes that respondents must click. Only one option can be viewed
(opened) at a time, and respondents must click the option to close it. The Decision Task
Program used in the current experiments is similar to MouseTrace in all aspects except
that the information behind each button is shown to the side of the screen rather than
within the button. This design was preferable for the current experiments because of the
memos, which required more space to view than allowed by the size of the button.
More importantly, the raw data collected by the Decision Task Program used in
the present studies were very similar to raw data collected by MouseTrace. As detailed in
Jasper and Levin (2001) work on process tracing, MouseTrace records the identity of the
boxes that are opened and closed, the length of time that the boxes are opened (measured
to the one-thousandth of a second), the order in which the boxes are opened, the length of
time between closing of one box and opening another, the alternative(s) chosen at each
stage and the times at which they are chosen, the order in which alternatives are selected
and unselected, and the total decision time for each stage and the entire task. The
Decision Task Program collects this information. As shown in Jasper and Levin’s work,
these measures can be combined to create three general categories of measures: depth,
sequence, and content.
Also congruent with previous process tracing research, the current study uses
another type of process tracing: the verbal protocol technique (Fidler, 1983). As used in
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Fidler’s research, this technique asks participants to explain the decision process they
used either verbally or in writing; the latter of these was used in the current studies.
Following this technique, the current studies had participants give retrospective accounts
of the process that they used to allocate money.
Policy capturing
Finally, the multiple blocks of allocation decisions participants in the current
experiment made allow for an additional type of analyses frequently used in decision
making and already conducted on the data to assess participants’ consistency: policy
capturing. Using policy capturing over each round, the weight that participants give to
specific pieces of information (e.g., the accuracy score for Task 1, the time score for Task
2, etc.) can be assessed.
Resulting Paper
Previous research points out one limitation of policy capturing analyses, which is
that they show how decision makers weight information when making a decision but not
how the information is sought or integrated. Together, the data collected for this
dissertation allow for a comparison of process tracing, both computer monitoring and
written protocol, and policy capturing.
Using the process tracing analyses identified previously by Jasper and Levin
(2001) and regression-based policy capturing techniques, a future look at these two
processes with respect to each other using the data resulting from this dissertation is
needed. Additional analyses should also investigate the relationship that written protocol
process tracing techniques has to these two techniques.
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Conclusion
In summary, this dissertation contains two empirical, laboratory-based
experiments that offer an initial investigation into fairness norms. Despite limitations in
these experiments, they offer a foundation for future work on fairness norms. Multiple
avenues for theoretical and empirical research on norms, and fairness norms more
specifically, as well as in the areas fairness and decision making, are offered.
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APPENDIX A
Further Information About the In-Box Tasks Used in Phase 1
The directions for the memo routing task asked participants to imagine
themselves a part of an organization with five departments (sales, marketing, technology
and development, production, and management). Using a given definition of what each
department does, students learned that they were to route incoming messages to the
appropriate department. Messages included the name of the company or caller, phone
number, message, and requested response. Additionally, students were asked to decide
the urgency of the message, and told that usually about 10% of messages were urgent and
that marking more than this percentage as urgent might create “serious organizational
problems.” Students were again reminded that three scores resulted from the task, which
would be used by participants in subsequent studies to make monetary performance
allocation decisions: (1) accuracy on where the memo was routed to, (2) accuracy on the
urgency level of the memo, and (3) the time it took participants to route all memos.
Specifically, students were told that from these resulting scores, an accuracy score (a
combination of the two accuracy-related questions) and a completion time score would be
calculated. The accuracy of each score was defined as the correct answers to each item
provided in the Lind et al. computer program. Completion time was calculated by
subtracting the time at which students submitted the example page of the task (i.e., that
they move from this page to the task itself) and the time at which they submitted the final
page of the task.
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Both the example of the memo routing task and the task itself were similar in
form. The top of the screen listed the five divisions and a short description of each
division and then the memo appeared. An example is:
Call: Dr. George Bennett
Company: University hospital
Message: interested in Dynacorp information for investors
Request: please return call
Following, participants were to answer two questions by selecting the radio button
corresponding to (i.e., click the circle associated with) the correct answer. Questions
included “Which department should receive this message?” and “What is the priority
level of this message?” After answering these questions, students submitted their answers
and began the actual task. The first page of the actual memo routing task, the page that
followed the example of this task, said “Timed Task Begins Now.” The task consisted of
21 items; all memo routing tasks included in the Lind et al. computer program.
Directions for the meeting scheduling task made clear that it also focused on the
five main departments, and specifically on the executive managers of each department.
Students were told that activities and meetings require the coordination of these
executives, which can be tricky because they are all busy. For each meeting that must be
scheduled students were given: what type of meeting it was, the length of the meeting,
and when each of the five executives were (or are not) available. Participants were then
asked to indicate (1) on which day of the week the meeting should occur and (2) for what
time of day the meeting should be scheduled. Students were reminded that the accuracy
of these two answers, in addition to the time it took them to complete the task, were the
performance scores that would be used by others to allocate payment for Task 2.
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The example task and the actual meeting scheduling task looked the same. The
top of the screen listed the five divisions and the executive from each of these divisions,
the type of meeting, and the duration (e.g., 1 hour) of the meeting. Finally, information
about each of the executive’s schedules was provided:
S. Frost is available from 2:30-4:30 on Monday and Wednesday
K Peterson is not available all day Wednesday
B. Sampson is going to be out of town from Wednesday through Friday
J. Roman won’t be in Monday until 3:00
The management executive has a training meeting on Mondays and Tuesdays
from 12:00-3:30
Following, participants were to answer two questions by selecting the radio button
corresponding to the correct answer. Questions included “Which day of the week will this
meeting occur?” and “Which time of day will the meeting start?” The seven items
contained in the Lind et al. computer program were used in this task.
Results
Payments allocated by participants in the two studies reported in this dissertation
to each of the 20 Phase 1 students whose data was used were averaged and rescaled to
fall between $5 and $10 (MPayment = $7.20, range = $5.00 to $10.00). For extra students (n
= 23) who participated in Phase 1, but whose data was not used in Study 1 (i.e., they were
not one of the 20 Phase 1 students), payment was calculated based on the similarity of
extra students’ scores with those of the 20 used students. Extra students’ earnings were
calculated based the rescaled earnings of the 20 students and were similar overall to the
latter groups’ overall earnings. Students were emailed at the end of both Studies 1 and 2
and asked to come to a short debriefing and collect their earnings. In total, 20 students
picked up their earnings (nMT = 5, nAZ = 15; M = , MMT = 6.38, rangeMT = $5.00 to $7.40,
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MAZ = 7.47, rangeAZ = $5.40 to $10.00). Notably, students with earnings near the bottom
and top of the payment range collected their earnings, suggesting that the entire payment
range was motivating to participants.
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APPENDIX B.
Manipulation of the Descriptive Norm
Exact Directions and Representative Statements Given to Pre-Study, Study 1 and Study 2
Participants:
------------------------------------------------------

Representative Comments from Five Allocators
[Initial directions given in all conditions before the five representative allocator
statements.] Other allocators (students that made the allocation decisions you are
about to make) responded to a question about how they decided to allocate the
money. Below are five allocators’ responses regarding the allocation process they
used, which were selected because they were representative of all former
allocators’ responses.
[The following FAIR allocator responses were given in this order for the specified
conditions.]
Allocator 1 [Given for Fair and Fair-Salient]: When deciding on how to allocate the
money, I used all the score info that was available to me. As the allocator, I was given a
memo [note] from the participants. I also read through all of these. I carefully added all
the performance scores. I wanted to make sure that there were no mistakes in the
numbers, so I used a lot of scratch paper to double-check my answers. Somebody who
took the time to write me a good memo [note] and that had high performance, I paid
more, regardless of where they were from. I followed this same process for each group.
Allocator 2 [Given for Fair]: I wanted to make sure I looked at all the different
information before deciding how to divide the $4 among group members and I also
wanted to make sure I used the same allocation method for each of the groups. I think
the performance measures are the most important thing, and I wanted to include all four
scores, so I added them up for each person. The higher scores got more money than the
lower scores. I tried to ignore which school they went to because I didn't want to favor
people like me. Although they were less important to me, I also read the comments each
person wrote, and either added or subtracted 10% based on how they felt they and others
did. This required some extra math, but I didn't want to disregard their input.
Allocator 3 [Given for Fair and Fair-Salient]: There are a few things worth considering
here: first, how the performance scores are weighted; second, how the notes each student
wrote are weighted. I got all the scores on each screen and weighted all of these equally. I
gave a score to the note myself because of what it said. As far as the different schools
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go... I didn’t differentiate at all between UA students and Montana students, since they’re
more similar than different. I was just careful to read through all the information given
and come up with what I thought was the best distribution.
Allocator 4 [Given for Fair and Fair-Salient]: I looked through all of the students’ scores
carefully before allocating the $4 among group members. I also read each person’s
message to me. Then, I used the scratch paper to compare each person’s scores, to make
sure that I combined them accurately and could tell who did the best. If they performed
better and what they wrote to me made sense, I paid them better. I don’t care where the
participants were from—I paid them based on performance. It took more time, but I just
worked through each group one by one using the same method.
Allocator 5 [Given for Fair and Fair-Salient]: This experiment was kind-of interesting. I
was careful. I used the scores to figure out who got the highest score in each group and
paid them money. I did this for each group. This person always got money.
[The following UNFAIR allocator responses were given in this order for the specified
conditions.]
Allocator 1 [Given for Unfair]: This experiment was kind-of interesting, but I don’t really
care who gets the money. I ignored the scores and notes and stuff and just picked the first
person each time and gave them the money. This means that the money I gave didn’t
really relate to performance, but at least everyone was treated equally.
Allocator 2 [Given for Fair-Salient and Unfair]: At first, I just gave everyone the same
amount of money, but I really wasn't paying too much attention, then with some of the
later groups I realized that some of students were from Arizona and some were from
Nebraska or something and I gave the Arizona students all the money. I didn't read the
notes because they probably were just asking for more money for themselves.
Allocator 3 [Given for Unfair]: Basically, the notes each student wrote added extra
information; but I think this world, truth be told, only cares about who you are. So, I gave
our students here [U of A] more money. I used this basic rule and looked at the first
performance score for each U of A person. I figured the other scores were probably the
same thing and it took too long to read the note. In the end, I paid our [U of A] top
student the most and then gave $1 to all the other U of A students. This didn’t take as
much math and seemed to work fine.
Allocator 4 [Given for Unfair]: As to allocating the money in the groups, I didn’t follow a
particular strategy. I basically picked a person each time. It looked too complex and timeconsuming to go through the scores and notes…talk about a lot of stuff! It’s not that
much money, so it doesn’t really matter. I’m sure over time it will all even out if the
students do more experiments because other allocators will take more time than I did.
That’s good enough for me.
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Allocator 5 [Given for Unfair]: I started out paying really close attention to all the scores
and to each person’s note. I did this for the first two groups and always gave the best
people the money. However, as time went on, it was just taking too long. So, for the rest
of the groups I gave most of the money to the person whose note to me I liked best. If I
liked them, I just gave them the money. I know that they did the task for performance, but
the real world is all about who you know and whether they like you anyways.
-----------------------------------------------------Procedure
Ten students participated in a pre-study to judge the fairness or unfairness of statements
(ostensibly) made by representative allocators. The allocation task was explained to prestudy participants and then they were given the representative statements in one of three
orders and asked to judge fairness (-3 = extremely unfair, 0 = neutral, 3 = extremely fair)
in response to two questions: (Item 1) How fair was this allocator? And (Item 2) How fair
was the process this allocator used? Means and standard deviations resulting from the
pre-study are reported in the following table.
Results
Table. Pre-Study Participants Ratings of Representative Statements

Representative Statement
Fair – Allocator 1
Fair – Allocator 2
Fair – Allocator 3
Fair – Allocator 4
Fair – Allocator 5

Item 1
M
SD
2.56
.73
2.44
.73
2.00
.87
1.78 1.20
1.56 1.24

Item 2
M
SD
2.44
.73
1.78
.83
2.00 1.00
1.89
.93
1.56 1.33

Unfair – Allocator 1
Unfair – Allocator 2
Unfair – Allocator 3
Unfair – Allocator 4
Unfair – Allocator 5

-2.44
-1.78
-2.00
-2.78
-1.00

-2.78
-2.11
-2.00
-2.56
-1.56

.88
1.39
1.22
.44
1.00

.44
1.36
.87
1.01
.73
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APPENDIX C.
Computer Screen Shot of the Interactive Performance Allocation Decision Task Screen
Used by Participants in Studies 1 and 2.
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